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onditions of 

tbor in Korea 

ffect U.S. 
by John Marcotte 

Mass unrest in South Korea has been in the news 
kly, on the one hand. On the other hand, South Ko-

is exporting a new small car called the Hyundai, 
ich is selling for a thousand dollars less than any 
iranese or American car. What unites those two facts 
i the horrible conditions of industrial labor in South 
rea today. 
South Korean workers put in the world's longest work 
ek—an average 54.4 hours! Their average wage is 
38 an hour. Overall, they live and work under totali-
ian, 1984-like conditions. The factories are run like 
itary camps, with workers having to snap to atten-
i and salute the bosses, often living with their fami-
; in company housing, with their medical care and 
xi their recreation dependent on the company, 
l ie barracks discipline of their obligatory two-to-
ee-year stint in the military never ends for the 
ith Korean worker. Marx's statement in Capital 
t "The technical subordination of the workman to 
uniform motion of the instruments of labor...gives 
to a barracks discipline...dividing the workpeople 

> operatives and overlookers, into private soldiers 
I sergeants of an industrial army," is the raw, literal 
;h of South Korean labor. 
iut as cheap as labor is in South Korea, there's al-
's going to be some part of the globe which can force 
labor to work cheaper for a time, like China right 
!. So South Korean Daewoo Heavy Industries has 
i installed its first fully automated assembly line. 
3RCED" TO AUTOMATE 
ne of Daewoo's directors says that South Korea 
1 have to find other ways of being competitive" than 
cheap labor, and that's why they've started to auto-
e—while at the same time they and the military 

(continued on page 4) 

Black World 

Mack thought 

it home/ 

broad 
by Lou Turner 

fate of Spain had hurt me, had haunted me; I had nev-
?en able to stifle a hunger to understand what had hap-
d there and why... An uneasy question kept floating in 
nind: How did one live after the death of the hope of 
lorn?... Suddenly resolved, I swung my car southward, 
rd those humped and ragged peaks of the Pyrenees 
h, some authorities claim, mark the termination of Eu-
and the beginning of Africa. 

—Richard Wright, Pagan Spain 
vo recent world crisis points impel this column on 
international dimension of Black thought. The 
;h 24 and April 14 bombings of Libya by that su-
le world outlaw Ronald Reagan intensified when, 
lay 19, the world witnessed the state-sponsored ter-
t invasion by the South African Defense Forces of 
ing less than the capital cities of the three neigh-
ig countries of Botswana, Zambia and Zimbabwe, 
ruer words were spoken than those of the South 
an official who defended those acts of war as 
ling more than what the American government car-
jut against Libya." 
the seemingly opposite end of the world—Ron-

leagan's America—the meaning of such current 
i events are made to appear, by the media and 
geois ideologues, as if they are either remote 
us, or so overwhelming in scope as to have us 

ve that state powers determine our destiny. In 
, such critical developments abroad are insepar-
from Black reality at home. 
vas that relationship of "at home/abroad" in Black 
ht which revealed such sharp contradictions fol-
15 Reagan's in-the-dark-of-night terrorist bombing 
»ya, as some in the Black community fell for Reag-

(continued on page 9) 

Does Chernobyl nuclear reactor 
disaster show us our future? 

Demonstration in Wroclaw, Poland, in response to nuclear accident at Chernobyl power plant and 
against the construction of a nuclear plant in Poland. One sign reads, "We demand full information." 

by Eugene Walker, Managing Editor 
The horror of the explosion and near meltdown 

of the Russian nuclear reactor at Chernobyl in the 
Ukraine has been too quickly treated in the West 
as an isolated phenomenon of the failure of Rus
sian technology, instead of a human tragedy ulti
mately involving the fate of perhaps tens of thou
sands of lives in the Ukraine. The Reagan-type 
mass hysteria/propaganda claims that nothing of 
this sort could happen with the U.S.'s superior 
technology. Nothing could be further from the 
truth. 

We have only to return to the 1979 partial meltdown 
at Three Mile Island in Pennsylvania to see a near-
Chernobyl on American soil. Indeed, a whole series of 
major accidents at nuclear installations in the U.S., in 
Russia, as well as in Canada, Britain, Switzerland, 
France, Japan and Argentina, sharply pose the catastro
phic danger that humanity faces in this state-capitalist-
imperialist super-power age even before we consider the 
Armageddon-like nuclear weapons arsenals of each side. 

ATTITUDES TO CHERNOBYL 
Attitudes toward Chernobyl on the part of both Rus

sia and the United States are an expression of the su
per-power ideology which is overriding the human trag
edy and still-ongoing danger. Russia was so intent on 
suppressing information of the accident, especially to 
its own people, that it delayed for 36 hours the begin
ning of an evacuation of some 84,000 people from the 
immediate area of the nuclear disaster, and only an
nounced the accident more than two days after it oc
curred, and that only after monitoring stations in Swe

den had detected the radioactive fallout. The Reagan 
administration was so intent on taking advantage of the 
gravity of the disaster for propaganda purposes, that no 
genuine human concern for the Russian and East Euro
pean people exposed to the nuclear radiation was ex
pressed, only seizing a chance to beat the drum about 
the "evil empire." 

The people of the Ukraine, Poland and Czechoslo
vakia* are experiencing radioactive contamination of 

(continued on page 10) 
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Youth opposition to Reagan's war drive 
by Gary Clark 

A nightmare ... that's what the world looks like these 
days. The past year, especially the last three months, 
have rushed at us at such a quick pace of destruction 
and terror. Reagan's bombing of Libya, the Challenger 
explosion, aid to the contras, the Chernobyl meltdown— 
all point to the world rulers' goal of World War. 

Here in the U.S. Reagan is ready to put us in war 
immediately. The draft can begin on a 24-hour notice— 
the Draft Boards are trained, the forms, manuals and 
mailing lists are complete and ready to mail. 

VOICES IN OPPOSITION 
Reagan would have us believe that everybody in the 

U.S. supports his war drive, especially his bombing of 
Tripoli. But young people are not with him. Listen: 

• "The day after Reagan's bombing of Libya, the stu
dents at my high school decided to hold a candlelight 
vigil. About 100 people came. Reagan is so war-hungry; 

a lot of people are really scared. Even a baby died in 
the bombing but he didn't care. I'm not for terrorism 
but what Reagan is doing is terrorist, too." (17-year-old 
Venice, (Calif.) High school student) 

• "Every time someone tries to use their minds in 
this country they're beaten back. It happens in my high 
school everyday, and it's what Reagan's trying to do in 
Nicaragua. Reagan sees people around the world trying 
to think and do for themselves and he uses American 
guns and money to destroy that." (16-year-old Chicana) 

• "I remember Three Mile Island and how terrified 
we all were about dying in a nuclear war or accident. 
And now I see the Chernobyl disaster, the Star Wars 
project—Reagan and Gorbachev are driving us into a 
world where we'll either die in a nuclear accident or nu
clear war." (20-year-old Black student) 

In the days immediately following the Libya bomb
ing I was on the campus of Cal. State Los Angeles, 

(continued on page 11) 
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Simone De Beauvoir, 1908-1986 
by Olga Domanski 

The 78 years of Simone de Beauvoir's life spanned a 
torrent of historic turning points. They saw the rise of 
Stalin in Russia; experienced world Depression, the rise 
of Fascism and World War II; witnessed the birth in 
the post-World War II decade of a whole new Third 
World, with revolutions soon erupting in China, in Afri
ca, in Cuba, the rise of a New Left and of a worldwide 
Women's Liberation Movement. 

Living in a world pulled by all these events, the 
French philosophers, Jean-Paul Sartre and Simone de 
Beauvoir, sought to find their role—first as bystanders, 
then as participants. It was World War II that became 
the point of what de Beauvoir in her work, Pr ime of 
Life, called their "metamorphosis." Describing her years 
from 1929 to 1939 in that autobiographical volume, in 
page after page of which you witness the rise of Nazism, 
she castigates herself: "Today [the work was copyright
ed in 1960] it astounds me to think how we could have 
stood by and watched all this so .calmly..." (p. 120). 
"Our life, like that of all petit bourgeois intellectuals, 
was mainly characterized by its lack of reality..."(p.288). 
But in 1939, "suddenly, History took hold of me, and 
never let go thereafter... History burst over me" (p. 
295).1 

THROUGHOUT THE REST of their lives, their com
mitment was manifested both in their writing and in 
their activism. They participated in the French Resist
ance Movement in the 1940s; supported Algeria's strug
gle for independence through the 1950s and early 1960s, 
opposing for seven long years France's bloody war 
against the Algerian people; participated in the interna
tional tribunal in the 1960s condemning the U.S. war 
against the Vietnamese people. And, although she did 
not join the Women's Liberation Movement until quite 
late, in the 1970s De Beauvoir joined the fight, both in 
manifesto and in marching, to gain abortion rights in a 
land where even contraception was still banned. But 
their commitment, first and foremost, was in their writ
ing, both in their individual works and in a new kind of 
journal, Les Temps Mpdernes, which they co-founded 
with others in 1945. 

Thus, the disorientation of a new generation of 
revolutionaries in t h e aftermath of World War II, to 
which the philosophy of Existentialism contributed, 
was not one of lack of "commitment" to uprooting a 
totally degenerate society. Nor was it even only a 
mat te r of twisting Marx's theory of liberation—into 
which they openly, from 1957 on, at tempted to "inte
g ra t e" Existentialism—into a rationalization of exist
ing Communism, as fatal as tha t was in leading them 
to a constant flirtation with the Communist Par ty . 

Rather, the disorientation was imbedded precisely in 
the philosophy of Existentialism itself, which gained a 
"mass" intellectual following in the immediate postwar 
years in France when intellectuals, feeling the need to 
be responsible for their own destiny, seized on Sartre's 
theory of "free choiqe" and individual freedom. As De 
Beauvoir put it, in 1947: "Men may make of their own 
history a hopeless hjferno, a junkyard of events or an 
enduring value." To Existentialism, however, this was 
not Marx's concept qf being "individualized through the 
process of History" tyut a matter of "free choice" — the 
illusion that by "rejecting" history, one became "free." 
It was Being and Nothingness (published in 1943, in 
still-Nazi-occupied France) that remains Sartrean Exis-

1. The Prime of Life. (Cleveland: World Publishing Co., 1962) 

Waitress demands dignity 
San Francisco, Calif.—Today I was fired from 

my job for asking to be treated as a human being—with 
respect and dignity, I worked as a waitress in a coffee 
shop in Walnut Creek, Calif, since the end of January. I 
got along with my boss, I worked hard and he didn't 
bother me. But my eyes and ears were open when I 
would witness his abuse of power. 

Last Monday he berated me for forgetting to give a 
customer a glass of water when I delivered her coffee. 
He asked me why I wasn't doing my job. I couldn't be 
silent any more and asked why was he yelling at me for 
such an insignificent thing. In essence, I was asking him 
to treat me as a human being. 

Tuesday he ignored me. Wednesday another waitress 
asked me to take her place. It was all arranged proper
ly, I was in uniform, ready to go onto the floor when 
my boss sent me home and told Kerry she had to work 
or else. Thursday was my day off. 

When I walked in Friday the headwaitress, who is 
also my friend, said the boss told her to tell me I was 
fired. This was supposedly because I embarrassed him 
Monday by speaking, up when there were four custom
ers who perhaps heard. 

This on a small scale is so reflective of the world 
events on a larger soale. This man, my ex-boss, makes 
decisions about the lives of us women (the waitresses). 
If you speak up, you are fired. If you try to make the 
workplace a place fit to work—that threatens the power 
structure. It should be a basic right that workers be 
treated with dignity and respect. A worker should be 
able to voice the right without fear of being fired or, in 
my case, being fired. —Ex-wai t ress 

tentialism's most closely argued and carefully elaborated 
work; and it was in that work that The Second Sex, De 
Beauvoir's most famous study, begun in 1946, was deep
ly rooted.2 

INDEED, WHILE IT IS TRUE that DeBeauvoir, in 
none of the 21 works she authored in her prolific life
time, ever elaborated a "system" as Sartre did, it is not 
true that she was merely a "follower." Constantly insist
ing that Sartre was her "superior" and the one who was 
"ideologically creative," in the Epilogue to Vol. II of her 
autobiographical Force of Circumstance,(which details 
the years from the Liberation of France and the end of 
WW II to the winning of Algerian independence) De 
Beauvoir writes: "... so assiduously have we always criticiz
ed, corrected or ratified each other's thought that,we might 
almost be said to think in common. We have a common 
store of memories, knowledge and images behind us; our at
tempts to grasp the world are undertaken with the same 

tools. Very often one of us begins a sentence and the other 
finishes it... Our temperaments, our directions, our previous 
decisions, remain different, and our writings are on the 
whole almost totally dissimilar. But they have sprung from 
the same plot of ground." 

Nowhere is that more true than in The Second Sex, 
the work she said she liked best of all her writings. 
Whatever one may think about that work today,3 when 

Take Back the Night 
-a 

Ann Arbor, Mich.—"About 1,500 women march] 
over three miles, through the red light district, throuj 
the area around the hospital where there are no Ugh 
through part of the university, and women came o 
from the dorm to join the march. It was a great fe 
ing." So spoke one student participating in the seven 
annual Take Back the Night march here the night 
April 26. ' . 

"This year the march was more political," said anol 
er student who had worked on the planning committi 
"At the rally we heard demands to remove the sex 
'Feel the Velvet' Canadian Club advertisment, and 
consider the bombings of abortion clinics as terrori 
against women. There was discussion of the bombing 
Libya. The question of how far to step out of the sexi 
assault arena was a big issue at the planning meetin 
The rally wound up being very politicized, with m< 
than rape prevention discussed." 

Another woman participating for the first time a 
felt the best part was the way the speakers "were w 
ening the issue from just taking back the night." £ 
especially appreciated a speech by a Black won 
member of the Free South Africa Coordinating Comn 
tee, and questions other speakers raised about why 1 
Take Back the Night in Ann Arbor is mostly wr 
women. 

In 1985, 238 Ann Arbor women reported acts 
"criminal sexual conduct," ranging from rape to o 
er forms of sexual assault. That fact was und 
scored dur ing the march when a male spectator 
gan to ha ra s s one woman, shoving her and trying 
kick her . Instantly 40 women surrounded him, b 
ing and hissing until he left. 

Just one week earlier in Ann Arbor, 150 women \ 
ticipated in a March for Women's Lives, which ( 
brought home the way many young women activists 
seeking a full concept of liberation. The march was 
ganized by the local N.O.W. chapter to carry on 
spirit of the big women's protests in Washington 
Los Angeles in March. Most speakers stuck close to 
issue of reproductive rights, but a number of stud< 
at the rally were talking about other questions as v 
especially Reagan's attack on Libya just five days e; 

2. For a full philosophic critique of Sartrean Existentialism, see Chapter 
6 of Raya Dunayevskaya's Philosophy and Revolution, from Hegel 
to Sartre and from Marx to Mao, "Jean-Paul Sartre, Outsider Look
ing In." 
3. For my own sharp critique, see "Women's Liberation in Search of a 
Theory. The Summary of a Decade" in Chapter 12 of Women's liber
ation and the Dialectics of Revolution by Dunayevskaya. 

(cont inued on page 5) 

er. 
Several participants read the News & Letters si 

on the Washington March for Women's Lives, 
stressed the need for the women's movement to find 
philosophic ground for a new beginning to fight Reaj 
ism. They wanted to know more about Marxist-Hun 
ism, not only its relation to women's liberation, but , 
as a philosophy of revolution it differs from the view 
Marxism they had been reading in class. 

These questions, and the way the Take Back 
Night march was broadened, indicate many women 
feeling that renewed militancy is not alone enougl 
combat Reaganism, and that a more total view mus 
worked out. —Laurie Casl 

Meridel Le Sueur writes "work history j j 

North Star Country, by Meridel Le Sueur, University 
of Nebraska Press, 1945; Bison Book printing, 1984. 

"It's the story of how, under kerosene lights 
And far into the dark of the long winter nights 
Of the snow-drifted north, by the unsalted sea 
Man dreamed of the day when he would be free.." 

In North S tar Country, Meridel Le Sueur has given 
us a unique history of the explorers, settlers and labor
ers of Wisconsin, Minnesota and the Midwest and Great 
Lakes region. It is not a history to satisfy those who de
mand precise recitation of dates, times and places. 
Rather, it is human history as "work history," in a lyri
cally told story-form which is as unique as its Sub
jects—river boatmen, fanners and farmers' wives, lum
berjacks, loggers, miners, "navvies" who built the great 
railroads, truckers and laborers on the Soo locks. 

Punctuating her own narrative—which can move from 
sheer poetry to an edge of steel in the same passage— 
with quotes from those she is writing about, Le Sueur 
allows them to speak for themselves through folk say
ings and tales, letters, newspapers and poems of the 
time. 

Le Sueur reminds us that among the immigrants to 
the New World were German revolutionists (the 48ers), 
French Communards, Irish and Finnish socialists and 
Germans like Carl Schurz who became Abolitionists and 
"raised the ideological level of the Middle West"—facts 
frequently left but of standard texts. It comes as no sur
prise, then, when she tells of conversations in covered 
wagons on the works of Fourier, Marx, Rousseau and 
Darwin and that "the works of Marx and Lenin could 
be found on the bookshelves of rutabaga farmers." 

"The man and woman moving behind the westerning sun 
wanted room to think fast and big, invent, speak, plant 
land and children with freedom's plow. They wanted new 
ways of being together..." 

Le Sueur tells their story, both as man in struggle 
with nature and as labor in struggle with capital. Her 
language reveals both the sweetness of nature and the 
terror it can hold. 

"...on a warm night when the bright moon is up after a 

shower has fairly wet the earth and waked up the dr< 
corn, I will swear that you can see the stalk stretch 
swell in its new sheath, rise through the contracted li} 
the upper blade to crack and burst and murmur in | 
tongued speech. 

At night when the wind is down, you can hear a so 
for miles...The silence is enormous; women whisper to 
other afraid of breaking it; the insane asylums are fi 
women who could not stand it." 

Le Sueur writes that "drudgery is the mother o 
vention," telling of field laborers lying awake at i 
thinking of ways to lighten their labors and of 
Cormick, whose greed later led to the Haymarket 1 
edy, going from town to town ruthlessly buying 
stealing patents for these inventions. 

Her love of these settlers and workers who 
themselves robbed of the fruits of their labor is ti 
with sadness, however, as she tells in detail of the t 
ment of the Indians, the Native Americans. Real 
how little of that history was known in 1945, we 
appreciate the sensitivity which made the author s< 
it out as she did. 

"By the treaty, the articles of which were never fu^ 
the United States Government got possession—for a si 
money which was never paid—of...in all, nearly 24 m 
acres of the choicest land existing on the globe...The L 
learned bitterly how words could stand as a shie 
greed." 

Many of the stories are not at all dated but quit* 
rent, such as the elimination of hand work by n 
nery, the farm auctions at which farm families sto' 
lent and refused to bid on their comrades' land. ] 
labor struggles, such as* the 1934 Minneapolis team 
strike in which the skirts of the Women's Aus 
were stained with blood tending the wounded at 
headquarters, call to mind not only last month's 
bration of the centennial of Haymarket and May 
but of strikes such as Hormel, still ongoing in the ' 
Star Country of today. 

This book is to be treasured as a history told b 
who not only observed it but participated in its m 
It is not observer, but revolutionary herself, who c 
these images. —Suzanne » 
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(lay Day: today and yesterday, in South Africa, Poland, the U.S. 
Haymarket centennial 

licago, III.—From as far away as Germany and Ja-
a, people came to Chicago in May to commemorate 

centennial of Haymarket and the first May Day, 
16. The groups in charge of event after event on the 
wded calendar, from Social Democrats to anarchists, 
>d to narrow the scope of Haymarket or appropriate 
history in order to control the direction of today's 
vement. But by contrast, the passion of youth and 
ivists who came to Chicago from struggles as diverse 
strikes and the anti-apartheid movement, all oppos-
this society which has hung on, stinking and rotten, 

entury after Haymarket, proved how alive it remains 
today. 
it the largest conference, on "Labor and Haymark-
' the Illinois Labor History Society tried to control 
uussion by allocating two-thirds of the seats to the 
:>r bureaucracy. But a group of GM workers at that 
sting from Anderson, Ind. talked about the widening 

between the union bureaucracy and the ranks— 
y traced the turning point in control of their own 
on to when the labor bureaucrats had bought the 
mise of automation and refused to fight its introduc-
l . 

it the graves of the Haymarket martyrs a black flag 
ch anarchists had placed on the Haymarket monu-
jt was removed, thus stifling ideas of freedom at a 
ute for those who were hanged for such ideas. But 
le anarchists in turn claimed a private property of 
is by denying that Marxists had a right to commem-
te Haymarket. What was disappointing was that 
ly Marxists must have agreed with them—few Marx-
proups appeared at the cemetery. (For a Marxist-Hu-
rist view of May Day and Haymarket see Editorial 
AayN&L) 
o great was rank-and-file labor participation in all 
events that it was appropriate that the march to 

: Plaines and Randolph Streets, the site of the Hay-
ket rally 100 years ago, began at the Chicago Trib-
. picket lines. Hormel workers from Local P-9 in 
tin, Minn., Local 431 in Ottumwa, Iowa, TWA flight 
hdants and others have given new respect to the la-
movement while its leaders have chosen no-strike 

faracts over solidarity and have permitted defeats like 
fCO to be repeated. 
\ —Bob McGuire 

Underground Solidarnosc 
Chicago, III—The most inspiring and thought-pro-
ing event I attended during all of the Chicago Hay-
ket centennial activities was a lecture and discus-

on the labor movement in Poland, sponsored by 
IWW, by Marek Garztecki from the London Soli-
IOSC Information Office. According to him, there are 
less than 600 underground workers' papers in Po-
. They range from two-sided mimeographed sheets 
everal pages that are put out monthly or weekly., 
t since the Bolsheviks has the leadership of a move-
t been able to go underground for as long as 4-5 
s," he proudly boasted of his comrades. 
r. Garztecki said, "We know the workers are with 
h Warsaw alone one million workers still pay dues. 
so you ask, what are we waiting for?" Solidarnosc 

nxiously waiting for the development of similar 
:ers movements, in Hungary, Czechoslovakia and 
r Eastern-bloc countries. Now there are only small 
lectual groups. May Solidarnosc soon be joined by 
ers from around the world, allies in the spirit of 
narket! —Chicago Reader 

# 

May Day! Job hazard 
OS Angeles, Ca/.—Today, May 1, I think instead 
celebration of the eight-hour day we need a revived 
gle for the shortening of the working day, because 
selebration of May Day as the fight for the eight-
day seems far removed from most workers' lives, 
truck driver where I work stated, "Hell, I don't 
an eight-hour day, why should I celebrate? I have 
>rk 12-15 hours a day, six days a week." 
e production line workers at my job work 10 to 12 
shifts, five to six days a week, sometimes more, 
is a slap in the face to health and safety. Five 
a s ' I know have had heart bypass surgery in the 
year-and-a-half, due to the asphalt fumes and silica 
that pollutes the air from making roofing tiles, 
en a line worker told me he had complained to the 

lenance mechanic, to the foreman and to the per
il director about a slipping clutch' on 'the produc
ible. While he was threading the paper through 
1 the clutch slipped and his arm was snapped, 
fcn the foreman sent the worker to the nearest 

Subscribe to News & Letters 

doctor's office, the director of the company got mad be
cause he wasn't sent 15 miles away to a company doc
tor who would have had the worker report back to work 
the next day, without hospitalizing him for two days. To 
the company, this means a loss of safety hours or prod
uction time. He was put on light duty after two days 
off. 

Within the next few weeks a maintenance worker 
had three fingers cut off in a chain link motor be
cause the production manager didn't want to shut 
down the line for five minutes to make repairs. He 
was back to work that same day. 

The only thing that workers have is their labor. This 
is our main weapon against capitalism. We must learn 
to hold back our labor under unsafe working conditions, 
striking out for the shortening of the working day 
against speed-up hazards. —Eugene Ford 

-Neum & Letters photo 

Turkish workers in Germany painted this beauti
ful banner of the Haymarket Martyrs and sent it to 
Chicago for the centennial. 

Solidarity in Ottumwa... 
Ottumwa, Iowa—On May 10 over 500 workers-^ 

machinists, postal workers, TWA flight attendants, 
farmers, west coast longshoremen—came to this small 
farming town in support of the 500 Hormel meatpack-
ers, members of United Food and Commercial Workers 
(UFCW) Local 431. They had been fired for refusing to 
cross the picket line set up by strikers from Local P-9 
at Hormel's Austin, Minn., plant, and had to fight even 
to get unemployment benefits. 

At the rally, a young woman, Sherri Hacker, spoke 
out from the Ottumwa Support Group: "We decided as 
wives what could we do that our husbands could not. 
We decided that we could go on strike; to go on those 
picket lines and that we could boycott Hormel. The 
company couldn't believe that we had the guts to stand 
with Local P-9." 

A young Black worker from Local 325 in St. Louis 
also spoke about Local P-9: "If you want to know 
the true meaning of brotherhood, sisterhood, solidar
ity—it spells out the name of Austin, Minn." 

What was emphasized time and again was the drive 
by this administration for Third World conditions of la
bor and life here in the U.S. One worker stated in his 
talk that the companies are trying to reduce workers' 
wages to the point where "we'll be eating a few bowls of 
rice a day like in the Third World." 

Jerry Parks, a farmer from Chillicothe, Mo., spoke 
passionately both about his own plight and the situation 
that we all face: "I just lost my land nearly 48 hours 
ago because I needed a $50,000 loan to put in my crop. 
The bank refused my application because the bankers 
saw me on TV at several different tallies." 

Many expressed the need for this kind of support in 
other towns and cities. Many felt this was a good begin
ning, but only a beginning. —Diane Lee 

. • • • • • • • . . • : • ' . ' • : . 

...and defiance at fremont 
Ottumwa- Iowa—l am one of 48 Hormel workers 

in Fremont, Neb. who on Jan. 26 refused to cross the 
picket line of striking Workers from Austin, Minn, and 
lost my job. Six of us are now going around the country 
to speak out, and trying to make it on $126 a month 
unemployment benefits. 

Any help, that you could give is desperately needed 
for those of us who honored the P-9 picket line, and 
would be greatly appreciated. Please send contributions 
to: Local 22-Hardship Fund, Box 86, Fremont, NE 
68025. 

Our plant is also very much like the Austin plant. 
Our hands get smashed in unsafe machines, and the 
company doesn't do anything until after the fact. 
And then we are told that if we want to get faster 
treatment, we should not apply for Workers' Com
pensation, This way* injuries don't get reported. 

I ran a high-power hose myself for 10 years and was 
in such excruciating pain that I finally went to the doc
tor recently, only to find out that if I had waited a few 
more weeks, I would have lost the power to use my 
arm. My whole arm and tendon had to be operated on. 
This is not to mention the hysterectomy that I, like a 
great share of the women in our plant, had. 

But this is not all that we want to speak on. What 
I want is solidarity with other people in the world, 
with those workers in South Africa and Mexico who 
are suffering from the same conditions of labor that 
we are fighting. Did you know that Hormel is build
ing a plant in Mexico? And they are using that plant 
to get rid of the Fremont plant in Nebraska. 

The attacks we are getting shows that the Hormel 
strike must be making a big impact around the country. 
In Fremont, the company is trying very hard to intimi
date the/ 48 of us who honored the P-9 picket line. Ten 
of us were forced to go back to work, only to end up 
with the worst jobs and no seniority. But I will be colir 
tinuing to speak out around the country about the Hor
mel strike. —Locked out woman, Local 22 member 

Specter of workers' power 
b y Felix Mar t in , Labor Editor 

This year on May 1, the Black South African workers, 
showed what the real spirit of May Day means. OyeVaJ 
million and a half workers refused to go to work; it was! 
the largest general strike in that country's hisSry. The 
life of the whole nation, which runs on cheap,Plack la- -
bor, was disrupted. 

Thirty thousand Blacks rallied in Soweto and cheered 
Winnie Mandela when she said, "The wealth of this 
country belongs to you. It is your hands that made this 
country rich...It is the workers' power that is going tc< 
liberate this country." 

Seeing how the Black workers in South'Africa cel
ebrated May Day this year took me back to when I 
was a boy, growing up in coal mining country in 
Kentucky. That was in the 1930s, during the great 
workers' struggle for organizing the CIO. 

The workers always made May Day into a holiday, 
with big labor rallies. I remember huge crowds of peo
ple, whole families. Women would bring baskets of food 
and we'd sit at long tables and listen to great speeches 
from miners about organizing in the coal fields. 
STOLEN FROM RANK AND FILE 

To me, the spirit of May Day disappeared in this 
country after the war. It is because the spirit of the la
bor movement was different. There was still a lot of 
militancy, but the rank-and-file workers themselves 
weren't in control. The union bureaucrats had taken 
over. That was inevitable once workers lost control of 
production after their battle in building the CIO. The 
division between thinkers and workers that is the prin
ciple of capitalist production was bound to lead to the 
creation of a labor bureaucracy. • • 

Today it is the rank-and-file workers of Local P-9, on 
strike against Hormel in Austin, Minn., who are rekin
dling that spirit of workers thinking and organizing for 
themselves. I heard a tape of some songs written and 
sung by some of the Hormel workers available from 
Adopt a PQ Family Fund, UFCW Local P-9, 312 NE 
4th Ave, Austin, MN 55912. Those songs say so many 
things that mean so much to me. One song says, "They 
say we should be happy to compromise," but "The 
more we concede, the more we get burned," and "In 
these times of concessions, the lines are finally drawn." 
SAME SONGS, NEW WORDS 

Some of the songs are old tunes that go back to the 
1930s. I remember them from the organizing of, t|ie CIO. 
But the Hormel workers have added new words, not 
only on the Hormel strike, but also on women's libera
tion, on Black/white relations, and on South Africa and 
Latin America. ; ' 

In one sense the words are new, but jn another sense 
the meaning is returning to what these songs meant in 
the 1930s. When the Hormel workers sing about "stick
ing with the union," they mean themselves, that they 
are the union, they are in charge. That is what "union" 
meant when "Solidarity Forever" was sung in the 1930s, 
but today jthe big labor bureaucrats sing that song as if 
"union" means the actions of the bureaucracy. 

But look what is happening to the Hormel strikers. 
The rank-and-file workers are sticking together and 
going against the union bureaucrats^ who have told 
them their strike ½ hopeless. The workers are reaching 
out to other rank-and-file workers all across the country 
for support" in their strike and in boycotting Hormel; 
the International bureaucracy is not in control. 

And because of this, the International bureaucracy 
is trying to crush the strike and Local P-S^The Inter
national is moving to take over the local union. They 
are working together with the capitalists because 
they are afraid of the power of the working class. 

As a worker, this is what I think about a lot, the 
power of the laboring class. It is so clear to me. And 
this is what got me interested in.the writings of Karl 
Marx, who listened to the workers in his day. If he were 
alive now, he would be listening to the Hormel workers. 

For Marx, freedom meant a society' where all people 
are equally thinkers and doers, full human beings. That 
is what I have been fighting for as long as I can remem
ber, and what people all over the world are still fighting 
for today. 
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HilfrM'IUftmFni. Open letter to Paul Buhle 
by Ray a Dunayevskaya 

Founder of Marxist-Humanism in the U. S. 
» , „ i . ~ May 1,1986 
Paul Buhle, Director 
Oral History of the American Left 
Tamiment Institute, New York University 

The taped interviews by Grace Lee Boggs (3/28/83) 
and James Boggs (3/29/83), on file at the Oral History 
of the American Left, have just been called to my at
tention. I have learned for the first time that they were 
interviewed at the same time Oral History of the Amer
ican Left approached me for an interview during my 
Marx Centenary lecture tour in 1983. But what I had 
been told was that the Oral History of the American 
Left was interested in an interview in connection with 
the opening of Max Shachtman's documents. I respond
ed that I wasn't interested in participating in a discus
sion on Max Shachtman. 

The calls from Tamiment Oral History, however, per
sisted. First, Dan Georgakas called. I refused to be in
terviewed by the man who wrote Detroit, I Do Mind 
Dying, on the Black revolt in Detroit in the 1960s, and 
had no mention anywhere in that book of Charles Den
by—despite the fact that Georgakas knew the work of 
News and Letters Committees and the many activities 
in Detroit and in the South of Charles Denby, the 
Black worker-editor of News & Letters, who was also 
President of the Michigan-Lowndes County, Ala. Move
ment for Human Rights. 

I WAS CALLED once again, this time by someone 
unknown to me, Jonathan Bloom, who said that he was 
interested in interviewing me on labor history I accept
ed that interview since it meant I could discuss an 
event I considered most relevant to a history of the 
American Left—namely, the 1949-50 miners' general 
strike, the most critical strike in post-World War II la
bor history, the first strike against automation's intro
duction, a strike that had never been fully recorded 
anywhere before. I had participated in those events and 
had just come to New York from a lecture in West Vir
ginia where I had met in my audience some who had 
participated in that great strike. I have since expanded 
the 1983 interview I gave to Tamiment into a full-
length pamphlet, The Miners' General Strike of 1949-
50 and the Birth of Marxist-Humanism in the U.S., 
which I co-authored with a rank-and-file participant in 
that strike. 

Let me now turn to the interviews with Grace Lee 
Boggs and James Boggs. Although both interviews con
tain wide-ranging distortions of-the history of the State-
Capitalist Tendency from 1941-55, one segment in par
ticular is so serious a re-writing of history as to demand 
that this letter of protest be sent to you as director of 
the project. 

The historic moment I am referring to is the period 
of the split-up of the Johnson-Forest [C.L.R. James-
Raya Dunayevskaya] Tendency in 1955. Grace Lee and 
James Boggs were supporters of C.L.R. James (J.R. 
Johnson) in that split, while the proletarian majority of 
the organization—headed by the editor of its paper, 
Correspondence, John Zupan, and by the Black work
er-columnist, Charles Denby, who wrote its front page 

WORKSHOP TALKS 
(continued from page 1) 

dictatorship are scared to hell what will happen with 
the lay-offs and unemployment automation will cause. 

The fact that South Korea today, and some other 
country tomorrow, can turn out a cheaper car is also 
what stands the UAW's sellout strategy on its ear. 
The UAW leadership gave away the shop, all the 
hard-won rights and principles, in their agreement 
with GM over the new U.S. Saturn plant G.M. al
ready imports two lines of cars from Japan and is 
planning to start importing another line from Korea. 
Ford and Chrysler are already planning to make 
small cars in association with Japanese or Korean 
affiliates, importing many components. 

All of this has UAW president Owen Bieber crying 
that this leaves him naked in front of the rebellious 
rank-and-file: "I can tell you it would be a lot easier to 
convince UAW members of the need to be competitive, 
if so much of the so-called foreign competition they face 
was not in fact the direct result of aggressive foreign 
sourcing moves on the part of the Big Three," he said. 
UNEMPLOYED ARMY 

What Bieber is beginning to see but not understand-
is that you cannot stop "foreign competition"—-which is 
not "foreign" after all, but is simply capital—by cutting 
any deals as long as the laws of motion of capitalism 
hold sway. The Absolute General Law of capitalism, as 
Marx called it, the Unemployed Army, is with us both 
in the U.S. and in Korea. 

Where the philosophy of a labor bureaucrat wants to 
cut a deal with capital, the philosophy of a Marx 
thought first and foremost about how the workers feel, 
so he could anticipate the key question of our epoch: » 
productivity to be increased by the expansion of machi
nery or by the expansion of human capacities? That is 
the class line Marx draws. 

column, "Worker's Journal," was author of Indignant 
Heart, and later became worker-editor of News & Lefc-
ters—supported me. 

HERE IS THE fantastic way Grace Lee describes the 
issues involved, as recorded in your collection: "In 1955, 
the Subversive Activities Control Board listed Johnson-
Forest as one of the subversive organizations. I'll never 
forget it. What happened was that Rae [Raya Dunayev
skaya] felt that it would be necessary for us to with
draw—not completely in the organizational sense or ac
tually go underground—but to curtail our activities. Ly
man and Jimmy in particular—I think the Americanism 
is very much responsible for this—said, *we are Ameri
can. We ought to challenge this. We are carrying on the 
land of activity that patriotic Americans ought to carry 
on. Rather than retreat, we ought to step up our activi
ties.' This was the basis of the split." 

A similar, though more brief, version of this fantastic 
fabrication is told by James Boggs in his interview. He, 
however, concludes: "I can't quite pinpoint what that 
split was about..." 

There is no truth whatsoever in this fabrication of 
events by Lee and Boggs. Far from proposing that we 
"curtail our activities," as these "patriotic Americans" 
would have us believe, the majority of the State-Capi-
talist Tendency enunciated its direction loudly and 
clearly. What Johnson attacked as my desire to "politi
cize" the organization was my proposal to fight the sub
versive listing both by consulting a lawyer in New York 
on how to oppose it legally when we had only 10 days 
to do so, and by my undertaking a national tour to pre
pare the Correspondence Committees organization to 
fight the listing politically. 

The full account of the split between the co-founders 
of the State-Capitalist Tendency can be found in the 
Raya Dunayevskaya Collection, Archives of Labor and 

Urban Affairs, Wayne State University, Detroit, Mk 
gan 48202. See especially pp. 2408-2592 for the do 
mentary record of the period; for an early critique 
C.L.R. James after the split, see "Johnsonism: A Pol 
cal Appraisal," by O'Brien (Peter Mallory). 

WE FORMED NEWS AND LETTERS COMMj 
TEES in April, 1955 and set ourselves a dual task-
publication of News & Letters, edited by a worker, i 
my completion of Marxism and Freedom — from 1' 
until Today, as the full theoretical foundation of Ma 
ist-Humanism, in which the 1949-50 strike is cent 
(See Section Two of Part V, Chapter XVI on "Autoi 
tion and the New Humanism".) 

We have continued to develop this dual task for m 
than 30 years, while the organization directed by C.I 
James, Facing Reality Committees, collapsed. The 
ganization of Lee and Boggs, now called National 
ganization for an American Revolution, has ope 
abandoned Marxism. 

I request that this letter be appended to my interv 
in your collection and that it be offered to all reseai 
era examining the history of the Johnson-Forest Te 
ency. Newly discovered documents, which illuminate 
development of Marxist-Humanism as the Johnson-I 
est Tendency began to reveal open differences that 
to the split between Johnson and Forest, have just b 
added as part of a new Volume XII of my Archi 
(See especially Sections II and i n of that Volume ] 
"Retrospective and Perspective, The Raya Dunayevs 
ya Collection, 1924-1986.") 

Dr. Philip Mason, Director of the Wayne State I 
versity Archives of Labor and Urban Affairs, will 
happy to assist those who wish to examine my Arch 
in Detroit. A copy of this letter is being forwarde< 
him, as well as to Dorothy Swanson, of Tamiment Ii 
tute. Raya Dunayevs) 

The Language of Freedom is International 
Selected Marxist-Humanist Literature in Translation 

Japanese 
• Marxism and Freedom 
• Workers Battle Auto
mation* 
• Philosophic Essays of 
Raya Dunayevskaya* 
• Afro-Asian Revolu
tions* 

Polish 
• Today's Polish 
for Freedom 
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Italian 
• Marxism and Freedom 
• Philosophy and Revo
lution 
• "Analysis of Rosa Lux
emburg's Accumulation of 
Capital" in Prometeo* 

Chinese 
• "The Challenge of Mao 
Tse-Tung" from Marx
ism and Freedom* 

Spanish 
• Marxism and Freedom 
• Philosophy and Revo
lution 
• Rosa Luxemburg , 
Women's Liberation, and 
Marx's Philosophy of 
Revolution 
• Latin America's Unfin
ished Revolutions* 
•"Marx's Humanism To
day" in Erich Fromm's 
Socialist Humanism* 

French 
• Marxism and Freedol 
• "African Socialism a 
the Black Problem" 
Presence Africaine* 
• "A New Revision 
Marxian Economic Tb 
ry" in Revue Interna 
nale.* 

Serbo-Croation 
• "Lenin's Philosopl 
Ambivalence" in Praxis 

German 
• Philosophy and Re* 
lution 
• Indignant Heart: 
Black Worker's Journ; 

Farsi 
• Political-Philosopl 
Letters on Iran* 
• Afro-Asian Revolutic 
• Woman as Reason 
• Marx's 1844 Econom 
Philosophic Manuscrip 

* Available on microfilm in The Raya Dunayevskaya Collection: Marxist-Humanism—A Half Centi 
Of Its World Development. Most others available in print. 
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EDITORIAL Sanctuary and the Latino 
dimension of freedom 

The conviction of eight Tucson activists in the move-
»ent to give sanctuary to refugees from Mexico and 
entral America on May 1 is glaring proof that the acts 
F war unleashed by Reagan's attacks on Libya in 
[arch and April are as well being directed against the 
merican people right here at home. 
The activists were found "guilty" of "conspiring 
jainst U.S. law" for giving aid and protection to refu
ses from El Salvador and Guatemala, even though 
any of these immigrants face possible death should 
ley be deported to their native countries. The govern-
ent used all the means at its disposal to push through 
e trial and conviction—spies, undercover agents, wire-
pping, bribery and slander. From the very start of the 
ial six months ago, the judge made a mockery of "jus-
:e" by instructing the jury to ignore any "political is-
es" or the plight of the refugees fleeing persecution 
id starvation. 
SNVICTIONS DEEPEN RESISTANCE 
Par from putting an end to the sanctuary movement, 
rich now encompasses thousands of individuals in 34 
ites, the convictions are sure to deepen the resistance. 
me are motivated by the message spoken by Martin 
rther King, Jr. a generation ago, when he said "we 
ist recall that everything Hitler did in Germany was 
jal' while everything the Hungarian Freedom Fighters 
I in Hungary (in 1956) was illegal. Naturally, this 
Is for a confrontation with the power structure." 
Nor can the government's claim that the sanctuary 
ivement is a "conspiracy to import illegal aliens" hide 
s fact that it is the conditions of life and labor im-
sed by U.S. domination over Latin America that is 
ponsible for the increasing flow of immigrants into 
i U.S. In Mexico, where wages have fallen by half in 
? years, the continuing economic crisis is forcing 
>usands of landless peasants and tens of thousands of 
anployed workers to cross the border in search of 
is. In Central America, the deepening economic crisis 

Nicaraguan women speak 
•I- come from the village of Jorjito. One never forgets 
i pain...the pain of loss of family. The contras at-
ked from 4:30 a.m. to 6:00 a.m. They left only blood 
I human remains. A woman's husband's face and feet 
<e peeled. The contras killed a baby...first they cut 
the hands and they were bleeding, bleeding...Then, 
;r they watched the baby suffer, they shot it through 
neck. One woman had twins, but they were hiding 

I the contras didn't find them." 
showed a slide of this woman's story at Delta Col-
! in Stockton, Cai. as part of a symposium on the 
tra aid debate "Freedom Fighters or Terrorists?" I 

asked to offer my personal experiences and show 
concrete reality of U.S. foreign policy from traveling 
Nicaragua with the Second Annual international 
men's Day Delegation of Witness for Peace. We 
ed five days in the war zone, in the village of Boza-
le Paiwas in the central region. Paiwas was a village 
>00, but because of increased contra activity in the 
i, 2,000 refugees have resettled on the outskirts, giv-
and by the government to start a new life. 
re heard many testimonies, like the one above, 
ut contra terrorist activities* It was a blunt, pain-
example of the theory and practice of counter-
>lution. How easy it is to send $100 million to 

terrorism when one does not see the profound 
[concrete effects of this aid on people's lives. 

Paiwas women's presence is strong in many as-
of life. The Catholic service we attended was run 

bomen, most of the delegates of. the Word (lay 
]tian ministers) are women, women organized and 
ae sewing and baking co-ops. In our meeting with 
-iAE, the main Nicaraguan women's organization, 
bre told that the revolution has made a path,for -

where before there was none. There are some 
Hive men, but as the regional AMNLAE coordina- • 
Id us, "a lot are afraid and they hold on to their 
lues and attitudes concerning women and their 
lOne of their current projects is raising money for 
lcare center in town because so many women are 

isited the Bertha Calderon Women's Hospital 
|agua. A doctor there told us that there are 

lown self-induced abortions a year in this 
alone! She told us "the Catholic Church 
make decisions as Catholics and doctors to 
sen's lives. It's better they tool the pill than 

Imen dying by giving themselves self-induced 
| s . We are presently working on a family 

clinic." 
sential to recognize the difference between the 
I and the church of the people. In Paiwas dele
te Word explained it to us: "As far as the Car-
kndo y Bravo is concerned, he is the one pull-» 
| from the church. He is ignoring the crimes 
pippening in Nicaragua." 

issue is that the poor are reclaiming their 
jjd that is a huge threat that the U.S. cannot. 

,-nJosephine Miller, 

and escalating Reagan-supported counter-revolutionary 
militarism and repression by the Right are forcing tens 
of thousands to flee their homelands. 

It is the ever-tightening economic and political 
links between the U.S. and Latin America that is re
sponsible for the rising number of immigrants cross
ing the border, which is expected to double in the 
next year. 

But this is not just a movement of stomachs in 
search of food, of hands in search of work, or of bodies 
in search of a safe home. The Latino immigration into 
the U.S. as well represents a movement of ideas, of in
dividuals touched by the realities of revolution and 

by Jose Venture!)! 

counter-revolution in Latin America who have ideas 
about creating a new human society. 
MOVEMENT OF FREEDOM IDEAS 

The growing links between that idea of freedom and 
the freedom struggles north of the border is seen in the 
many immigrants from Mexico daily crossing the bor
der, who can easily see that the new riches being re
aped by a tiny fraction of the American population are 
being gained at the expense of ever-greater impoverish
ment and unemployment in Mexico and the United 
States. It is seen in new developments among American 
youth who, upon coming into contact with or discussing 
the Central American refugees, come to grasp the bar
barism of Reagan's effort to destroy the Nicaraguan 
Revolution and the need for solidarity to oppose such 
moves. And it is seen in the daily discussions on the 
shop floor, especially among Blacks and Latinos, who 
are questioning the direction that Reagan's militarism is 
taking this entire country. 

Far from simply being an effort to silence eight re
ligious activists in Tucson, the latest attack on the 
sanctuary movement is an attempt on the part of the 
Reagan administration to drive apart what the objec
tive situation is challenging us to bring together— 
the inter-communicaton of revolutionary ideas in the 
inter-change of "immigrants" and "residents." 

This is also what motivates the increasing attacks 
upon Latino immigrants. The border police are resorting 
to the most brutal of measures, such as shooting at 
those trying to cross the U.S.-Mexico border. The De
partment of Housing and Urban Development an
nounced in April thaf residents of federally subsidized 
housing must prove their citizenship or face eviction af
ter July 1. And the House and Senate have passed bills 
that would sharply curtail the Latino immigration: they 
have failed to work out a common bill so far because 
they have not yet found a way to resolve the issue that 
truly concerns them—how to hold back the flood of im-

, migrants while leaving the door open for bringing in 
cheapening overseas labor to harvest the fields and 
work the factories. For all parties of decadent capital
ism, the Latino dimension means nothing but the 
chance to exploit labor power. 

If this be the attitude of the rulers toward the sanc
tuary movement and immigration, then our actions 
against them demand a new attitude of thought that 
grasps the immigrants crossing our border not just as 
force, as only labor power, but as human beings bearing 
ideas of freedom who desire a dialogue on the impera
tiveness of a philosophy of revolution. Our protests and 
such dialogue becomes an objective necessity in fece of 
the latest barbarism displayed in the government's at
tack on the sanctuary movement.' ' 
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Simone De Beauvoir 
(continued from page 2) 

it appeared in France in 1949 (and in English transla
tion in 1953), it was clear that it had struck deep into 
the male chauvinism of France, and of the world. Its 
very audacity shocked its readers and non-readers alike. 
Published in two volumes, six months apart, the first 
volume sold 22,000 copies in the first week, and the at
tacks—vicious attacks—came from everywhere. "What a 
festival of obscenity on the pretext of flogging me for 
mine!" she wrote of the torrent of both signed and 
anonymous abuse she received. And after the second 
volume appeared, "The critics went wild... I was a poor 
neurotic girl, repressed, frustrated, and cheated by life, 
a virago, a woman who'd never been made love to prop
erly, envious, embittered and bursting with inferiority 
complexes with regard to men, while with regard to 
women I was eaten to the bone by resentment..."4 

The work was attacked from all sides: by the Right, 
by the Pope, by the Communists and by the non-Stalin
ist Marxists as well—who insisted that ""once the Revo
lution was achieved the problem of women would no 
longer exist." (Ironically she, herself, repeated that eva
sion in the periods when she was "fellow-travelling.") 

THE IMPORTANCE OF The Second Sex is two-fold: 
First, precisely because of the audacity of the questions 
it had raised, precisely because for the first time sexual
ity was being discussed openly, it marked a critical 
transition from earlier concepts of feminism to what 
became today's Women's Liberation Movement. Its sec
ond importance lies in the fact that De Beauvoir chose 
to quote, in the conclusion of her over-800 pages, 
Marx's profound statement in his 1844 Humanist Essays 
that: "The infinite degradation in which man exists for 
himself is expressed in this relation to the woman... 
The direct, natural, necessary relationship of man to 
man is the relationship of man to woman." It is as
tounding to see De Beauvoir follow this passage with 
her fantastic "conclusion" that it is therefore up to man 
to free woman!6 

What today's Women's Liberation Movement has 
yet to answer is why, so long after the critical trans
ition point had been made, neither Simone De Beau
voir nor they went beyond it? The truth is that the 
magnificent "quotation" from Marx at the conclusion 
of The Second Sex could not become the new begin
ning needed so long as it was imprisoned within a 
conception of woman as "Other," and of philosophy 
as abstract concepts raised by intellectuals rather 
than in the profound questions raised by masses of 
men and women struggling to be free. Those con
crete, living battles are what the philosophy of Marxist-
Humanism, which is the restatement of Marx's Human
ism for our age, recognizes as "a movement from prac
tice that is itself a form of theory." 

FT BECOMES a dramatic experience to compare this 
with The Raya Dunayevskaya Collection — Marxist-
Humanism: A Half-Century of Its World Develop
ment, a collection which encompasses exactly the same 
period as De Beauvoir's life and work. Every historic 
turning point that bewildered and buffeted Existential
ism can be seen as a challenge that was met and that 
thereby became part of the development of the philoso
phy of-Marxist-Humanism. 

It is stunning to follow the contrast, whether it be the 
call for an international conference to unfurl a new ban
ner of Marxist-Humanism at the point when DeGaulle 
came to power in France and a quarter of a million 
demonstrated in Paris against him; whether it be the 
warning given the Third World about the trap it faced 
in a "halfway house" at the point when the Afro-Asian 
Revolutions were opening new pathways to freedom or 
whether it be the vision of Woman, not as "Other," but 
as both Revolutionary Force and Reason.6 

More than a quarter of a century after The Second 
Sex was written, Simone De Beauvoir confessed in an 
interview how uncertain she was about whether the rev
olution she had hoped for would come—confusing genu
ine revolution with her disenchantment, at last, with 
fellow-travelling. "But the changes that women are 
struggling for," she added, "yes, that I am certain of. In 
the long run, women will win." 

To fulfill that goal demands grounding Women's Lib
eration not in the philosophy of Existentialism but in 
the philosophy of revolution—in Marx's Humanism as 
it is spelled out for today. That is the unfinished task 
that remains for the Women's Liberation Movement if 
it is ever to achieve what Simone De Beauvoir wanted 
passionately to work out, but could not so long as she 
remained trapped in Existentialism. 

4. Force of Circumstance (New York: Harper & Row, 1977), p. 188. 
5. For a further discussion of this passage, see Raya Dunayevskaya's 
"Marx's 'New Humanism' and the Dialectics of Women's liberation in 
Primitive and Modern Societies," published in Praxis International, 
January 1984. 
6. It is especially striking to recognize that the earliest of the 35 essays 
in Women's Liberation and the Dialectics of Revolution, the jour
nalistic report on the creativity of the miners' wives during the historic 
1949-50 Automation strike, appeared the very same year that The Sec
ond Sex was published. The full Raya Dunayevskaya Collection is 
available in five reels of microfilm from the Wayne State University Ar
chives of Labor and Urban Affairs, Detroit, Mich. 

Don't forget Appeal, p. 12 
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CHERNOBYL, LIBYA AND MARXIST-HUMANIST ARCHIVES 
Does anyone care about the Cherno

byl workers who have died? I hear that 
now workers are going into the reactor 
building, or diving under it. They are 
dead men, as far as I can see. Their 
bosses know that the radiation dose will 
kill them sooner or later. But no one 
here seems to care, since they're Rus
sians. At my job, no one seemed to care 
about the Libyans Reagan bombed ei
ther. "Humanism" is not an abstraction 
to me; it's about real people or it is 
nothing-

Office worker 
Chicago 

* * * 

I recently attended a talk on "the 
problems of the Russian economy" giv
en by a professor from Leningrad—I 
think the large turnout was due in part 
to the terrifying disaster at Chernobyl. 
The first part of his talk was on the 
teaching of political economy in the 
USSR. I took the floor against this 
state-capitalist bureaucrat by drawing 
the audience's attention to the 1944 
American Economic Review articles 
by Raya Dunayevskaya on "The Teach
ing of Political Economy in the USSR," 
on Stalinist revision of the law of value. 
I attacked the fact that the Russian 
state-capitalists could talk about "eco
nomics" as if categories like the law of 
value were not capitalistic but just ana
lytic tools that any economy could use, 
and linked that to how the resulting 
separation of science from life leads to 
disasters like the Challenger explosion 
and Chernobyl. 

He naturally disagreed, saying that in 
all societies you need "productivity" in 
order to survive. What was new to me 
is how Marxis t -Humanis t concepts 
come so alive in today's battle of ideas, 
and how current our "archives" really 

N are. 
Marxist-Humanist 

Salt Lake City 

Why is everyone so quick to forget 
about Libya? Reagan showed the world 
a new method of assassination—just 
send in 15 bombers and, carpet-bomb a 
man's house. Who cares if there are lit
tle kids there? It's great, this American 
civilization, isn't it? Now that the Rus
sians have a disaster, everyone can for
get what the U.S. did. 

Furious 
Chicago 

The events at Chernobyl and U. S. 
bombing of Libya have shown that the 
"free press" only serves as a mouth
piece for the right-wing "vision" ema
nating from the White House. But 
while the Left and alternative press has 
tried to give a different view, I think 
they have stopped halfway. 

For that reason I was interested in 
Raya Dunayevskaya's discussion on the 
Spanish Civil War in the -May N&L. 
What caught my attention was her 
statement that the Spanish Civil War 
represented the "historic roots of count
er-revolution." Dunayevskaya reveals 
that some within the Trotskyist move
ment began to question whether the 
Russians, like the Germans, were using 
the civil war as a testing ground for 
world war. That meant a theoretic re
organization was necessary and Duna
yevskaya began her economic study of 
the Russian economy. 

By taking us back 50 years, Dunayev
skaya is showing us that we must do 
battle with the counter-revolution that 
emerges from within the revolution. 
That is what the Left has still failed to 
grasp. 

Biologist 
Berkeley 

The fact that Archives aren't muse
um pieces, but a living body of ideas, 
was beautifully shown in Raya's "Retro
spective and Perspective" on the new 
Vol. XII of her archives (April and May 
N&L). I was particularly interested in 
tracing her work on the "Black dimen
sion." It was instructive to see that in 
1959 she went to the Milan conference 

of European socialists opposed to both 
the U.S. and Russia, and demanded 
that African revolutionaries be invited. 

One truly gets a feeling of the period 
in the 1920s also, with Raya's corre
spondence with Black intellectuals at a 
time when "Black" and "Red" got to
gether and Blacks had an intense inter
est in the Russian Revolution and 
Marxism. Even the Garvey movement 
was involved in this. 

Veteran Black activist 
Berkeley, Calif. 

I liked the new introduction to the 
Marxist-Humanist Archives because it 
showed how to battle "retrogression" 
like we are facing today. Chernobyl is 
something that everyone I know is dis
cussing. They are saving that we should 
get rid of nuclear power altogether, 
some say that it could happen here just 
as easily as in Russia. I agree with that, 
but I think that nuclear power isn't the 
only problem. What about nuclear 
weapons? What about toxic chemicals 
in our environment? 

I t seems like "retrogressions" are all 
around us. I understand that word for 
the first time now. The greatest pollu
tion it brings with it is pollution of the 
mind. 

New reader 
Western Michigan 

This week's disaster at Chernobyl led 
me to look up Raya Dunayevskaya's 
writings on Hiroshima. I remembered 
them because I had gone to the exhibit 
on her manuscript collection at Wayne 
State University in March, 1985. The 
whole beginning of nuclear horror is 
there in Hiroshima, but Raya spoke to 
Japanese revolutionaries about the 
meaning of Marxist-Humanism also. 
Everyone should go read these writ
ings... 

Health worker 
Ann Arbor, Mich. 

FIGHTING UNION-BUSTING 
The media these days doesn't report 

on so much of the resistance to union 
busting that is going in. I was one of 
the women who started the committee 
in support of the P-9 strikers at Hormel 
in Austin. For mon ths the papers 
wouldn't take note of us women until 
we shut down the corporation office. 
We were brutally arrested and jailed. 
There we were denied a phone call, 
made to sleep on the floor in urine, and 
denied even a blanket. But the local pa
pers reported on none of this. They 
made up a lie and accused us of. con
taminating the lake! You can't trust the 
media these days any more. 

Working woman 
Austin, Minnesota 

* * * 

Things here are worse than ever. My 
husband's pit was on strike last month 
as the N.U.M. (National Union of 
Mines) Branch secretary was sacked for 
putting up a notice on the notice board 
regarding an N.U.M. branch meeting. 
He was reported to management by a 
U.D.M. (the company union) member 
and sacked instantly. All N.U.M. mem
bers came out on strike to get him 
reinstated, but were told to return to 
work after one week or they too would 
be sacked. 

In the pit canteen if any more than 
four men are sat around one table, they 
are reported to management—as a un
ion meeting... It is going to he a very 
hard thing to unite all the miners again. 

Striking miner 's wife 
Notts, England 

* * * 
A recent CBS News report brought to 

mind Marx's "General Law of Capitalist 
Accumulation," which "makes an accu
mulation of misery a necessary condi
tion, corresponding to. the accumulation 
of wealth." Many corporations are look
ing to Kroger Corporation, a midwest 
grocery chain, as a model for future 
contracts with their workers. Kroger 
has been able to demonstrate the vile 

Readers'Vueivs 
logic of the two-tier wage system. 

By negotiating a series of two-tier 
contracts over a period of ten years, 
each piggy-backed on the last, Kroger 
has been able to drop the entry level 
wage from $10.80 to $4.60! Two workers 
doing identical work but with a $6.20 
pay difference were interviewed. The 
worker making $4.60 was Black, the 
higher paid worker white. It was evi
dent that Kroger's system, accepted by 
the union, was not only impoverishing a 
section of the work force but had un
dermined worker unity as well. 

David P a r k 
Chicago 

FIGHTING SLUM HOUSING 
Among the several speakers I heard 

who addressed a rally of 100 community 
activists in front of the State of Illinois 
Building on May 15, protesting the 
housing crisis in Chicago, the one who 
spoke her mind in the sharpest, most 
critical terms was a Black woman: 

"We are tired of paying high rents for 
condemned, ra t and roach-infested 
housing. Decent, affordable housing is a 
right, not a privilege, for poor and 
working people. We have worked hard 
in our communities just to keep them 
from deteriorating any more than they 
have. Our communities weren't 'built on 
Rock 'n Roll,' they were built on blood, 
sweat and tears... And when we do get 
a little money, we spend it here, down
town. Now we are demanding that 
downtown give some of it back." 

We can expect to hear much more on 
the housing crisis in Chicago, as new or
ganizations, such as the recently formed 
union for the homeless, hit city politi
cians and institutions. 

West Side tenant 
Chicago 

I noticed that you recently used my 
Hormel "pig" cartoon in your newspa
per: I am flattered. I have no objection 
to your using it, or any other of my car
toons, but I do request that when you 
do please allow my signature to remain 
(you did that), and please acknowledge 
the source publication from which it 
came. 

William Comiskey 
Bloomington, Minn. 

Ed. Note: Bro. Comiskey's cartoon. was 
originally published in New Unionist, the 
paper of the New Union Party, 621 W. 
Lake St., Ste. 210, Minneapolis, MN 55408 

• 
AMERICAN ROOTS OF MARXISM 
Reading the letter from Meridel Le-

Sueur reminded me of stories my moth
er had told me about her father, who 
was a socialist. He was involved in 
some of the earliest union organizing of 
teachers. The letter shows the Ameri
can roots of Marxism. But all that his
tory has been pushed under the rug. • 

Feminist 
Los Angeles 

The celebration of May Day reminds 
me of my grammar school childhood in 
Alabama, where it was a festive day of 
Softball, children's games, family picnics, 
etc. But around 1962, right after the time 
of the Cuban missile crisis, we were told 
by the state that this was a Communist 
holiday and that we could no longer cele
brate it. So they turned an American day 
of labor struggle and leisure into its oppo
site, another day of work. 

Black worker 
. . . ex-Alabama 

I liked Meridel LeSueur's letter t 
Raya Dunayevskaya (May N&L) ver 
much, how she connected the history c 
the past to Raya and the present. I 
her letter she revealed the great ur 
known history of America that has bee 
covered over with capitalism. Most pecj 
pie are surprised to learn how great thj 
socialist movement was in this countrj 
at the turn of the century and ho^ 
great this country was then. The root 
of Marxism showed very clear in her at 
t ide and how alive those roots are t< 
day. 

Tears came to my eyes when sh 
wrote to Raya, "Your contributions ar 
so great, illuminating this memor 
comes up green like corn found in cave 
for a thousand years, moisture and he* 
and they make cob again." Yes, I ca 
see in the struggles in South Africa ( 
Austin, Minn, the green corn has begu 
to "come up" again. This time, arme 
with philosophy of revolution, tr: 

movement will be like corn coverir 
this earth, forming a new society : 
world freedom. 

Felix Marti 
Californ: 

• 

ABORTION RIGHTS 
The article "International Demar 

for Abortion Rights" by Terry Moon 
the March N&L issue was daring, lin 
ing national politics with power ov 
women. Our problems here are tl 
same; our degree of consciousness is d: 
ferent. We feminists in Latin Ameri< 
face the task to let women know tl 
political importance of the control 
our bodies. Even women who ha* 
abortions think about it as "killing 
life." Conservative and religious thin 
ing is almost universal even in people 
the Left. We have much difficulty rai 
ing abortion as an issue. 

I am designing a project on violen' 
against women. One part may lead to' 
group of support or shelter for womi 
(which we don't have now) and the ot 
er part involves a campaign in the ma 
media to t r ea t correct ly violent 
against women. 

Femini 
Pei 

MARX'S MATH NOTEBOOKS 
I have to agree with "Supporter, C 

cago," who wrote in Readers' Vie 
(May N&L) that too often theoreti 
articles are too abstract and only pla< 
next to activity articles. The article 
Marx's Mathematical Mss. remained , 
abstract and often the transitions 
unclear, as when he goes from invenj 
of calculus to proletarian revolution. 

Computer . 
San Franc 

* * * 
Math has always been a subject 

eign to me, but upon reading Fral 
Dmitryev's essay on Marx's Mathei 
ca} Manuscripts (May N&L) it c\ 
to be distant. What I like best 
he showed how the concept "nei 
of the negation" was pivotal to 
writings on math and illuminates 
lectics as the difference between! 
and all post-Marx Marxists." 

Engels failed to grasp "negati 
the negation" concretely, which 1| 
to a "mechanical view of develop 
as Dmitryev puts it. But it isn'tl 
question of Engels—so many \ 
have either ignored or reduced 
abstraction "negation of the ne 
The essay showed that unless | 
gage in a continuous battle 
with all "post-Marx Marxists"! 
basis, we won't really get to th j 
capitalism's divorce of science 
I agree that the todayness 
writings on Marx isn't a qui 
solving calculus problems—it'sf 
tion of sweeping away the r l 
post-Marx Marxism on all quel 
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MEXICO IN CRISIS; IDEAS IN FREE FLOW 
I attended a meeting on May 10 here 

in Los Angeles of "Mexicans against the 
debt." The discussion reminded me of 
the article in the May N&L. The people 
there were mainly workers from Mexi
co. What everyone talked about was the 
need for Mexico to reject the whole 
concept of the debt. Some people were 
saying that what is needed is a com
plete change in the social structure in 
Mexico. 

Reader 
Los Angeles 

* * # 

What the article on Mexico pointed 
to, on the owners of the textile factories 
leaving bodies under the buildings while 
going looking for the cash boxes during 
the earthquake, shows the dehumaniza-
tion that capitalism has produced. 

Black worker 
Chicago 

* * * 
I agree when you say that the Mexi

can people aren't going to accept the 
debt crisis any longer. But it's no mys
tery to me why a revolution hasn't hap
pened yet in the 1980s in Mexico. The 
reason is the United States. They may 
let Duvalier get away, but they aren't 
going to let go of the PRI (Mexico's rul
ing party) so fast. It would be too big of 
a revolution. 

Chicano 
Los Angeles 

* * * 

Wermuth and Jaclard's article on 
Mexico shows a great searching among 
some on Marx's Marxism, but there is 
such a long journey to take in working 
it out for today. That is why you need 
to appreciate what Marxist-Humanism 
has done in four decades of experience. 

Look at Dunayevskaya's Philosophy 
& Revolution, especially Chapter 7 on 
"The African Revolutions and the 
World Economy." Though it is written 
on Africa, when you look at Mexico 
now caught in the vortex of the world 
market, you realize how many Mexican 
revolutionaries can identify with that 
chapter. Oil was supposed to be an eco
nomic "miracle" for Mexico, and yet it 
has turned out to be the reverse. Mexi-

. co is certainly caught in the state-capi

talist world market—and many govern
ments in Mexico have used a "revolu
tionary" language to co-opt leftists and 
intellectuals into it. The category of 
"post-Marx Marxism" takes on real im
portance for those in Mexico today. 

Marxist-Humanist 
Chicago 

PHILIPPINE DIALOGUE 

I consider the documents from the 
Philippines on the youth page of the 
May N&L to be of great interest and 
importance. The SURGE statement will 
be of special interest to young activists 
in Kansas. Many of the arguments 
made in that document have a close af
finity to, or are nearly the same as, ar
guments made by Latin American soli
darity activists on campus. From my 
point of view, this "coincidence" is an 
indication of the unity of the interna
tional opposition to the post-colonial 
world system (as well as to Reaganism). 
I would like the Philippine youth to 
know there is support in America for 
the project SURGE has adopted. 

Solidarity activist 
Lawrence, Kansas 

PEASANTS IN REVOLUTION 
I just returned from Haiti and was 

excited to see the article in April N&L 
because it caught the spirit of what is 
happening there. While I saw a lot of 
extreme poverty, there was also a lot of 
elation over Duvalier's departure. You 
could see it in the daily demonstrations 
and strikes. 

In a country of 6 million people, over 
300,000 had been affiliated with Duva
lier and the Tonton Macoutes. Many 
people were afraid that there would be 
fratricidal war. But the people have a 
very selective memory and have been 
very particular about who they wanted 
to get rid of. 

There was a strike at the Agricultural 
Ministry by workers who wanted to get 
rid of the Duvalierists. Redistribution of 
the land and land-tenure are critical 
questions that they still have to face. 
Only 3% of the original forest remains, 
yet wood is the major fuel source for 

the peasants. Deforestation has caused 
major soil erosion problems which re
duce crop yields. Giving land to the 
peasants and developing a reforestation 
program will mean stepping on a lot of 
toes. 

Deck hand 
San Francisco 

Peter Wermuth's essay on Bolivia 
(April N&L) very adequately emphasiz
ed the independent character of the 
peasant movement in 1974, 1978 and 
1979. But it seems to me that the ques
tion of the "independence" of the peas
ant struggle does not come out as clear
ly when he refers to the peasant unions 
immediately after the revolution of 
1952. Most probably the workers were 
involved in these unions, but not exclu
sively; just as pertinent was the govern
ment sending in its agents. 

It is important to follow the process 
that occurs among the peasants, now 
that the government intends to imple
ment "improvements" in Bolivian agri
culture. The emphasis the essay places 
on the "turn" of Victor Paz with re
spect to the countryside is very impor
tant, for it can mark his definitive polit
ical downfall. 

Bolivian student 
Mexico City 

FREE 
POLISH 
PEACE 
PRISONERS 

Two leaders of the Polish independ
ent peace movement "Freedom and 
Peace," Piotr Niemczyk and Jacek 
Cazputowicz, have been arrested, and 
have been in prison since Feb. 19, 1986. 
They are accused of "belonging to an 
illegal organization." They risk up to 
three years in prison. Their movement 
wants to take legitimate action against 
the militarization of the Polish nation, 
for the rights of all those called up for 
military service, and for world peace. 

We are circulating a petition to de
mand their immediate release. Peace 
movements in Holland, Britain, France 
and West Germany have already en
dorsed it. Write to us for copies of the 

petition and further information: 
CODENE, groupe Pologne 

23 rue Notre-Dame de Lorete 
75009 Paris, France -

AS READERS SEE US 
At the same time that people here 

are suffering under cuts like the near-
collapse of the National Health Service, 
the American/British war machine is 
acting to ensure the third world war. 
The alternatives of socialism or barbar
ism never seemed clearer. The Labour 
opposition presents an electoral strategy 
of "community policing"—it is the same 
tactic that brought the troops into 
Northern Ireland. 

There is a crying need for N&L to be 
produced more frequently. But there 
could be more cartoons and material on 
"economics." The article on math last 
issue was hard but interesting. I have 
read it several times... 

Union activist 
Oxford, England 

* * * 
I received the Constitution of News 

and Letters Committees, thanks. I am 
still going over it trying to catch up 
with every point. Some questions were 
brought to mind regarding it. What is 
your stand as far as Albania is con
cerned?... 

Don't you think that all of us should 
expect a Third World War when we ref
er to history? The course of the first 
two world wars were through recessions. 
It is very true that when the imperialist 
is strangled by economic problems, the 
best way they think to liberate them
selves is by war... 

New correspondent 
Gambia, Africa 

Ed. Note: Whether Albania was an ally of 
Russia, as in the period of Stalin's rule, or 
an ally of China, beginning with the Sino-
Soviet split in the early 1960s, or "inde
pendent" as in the most recent period 
(which really means maneuvering among 
state-powers), the nature of the regime of 
Hoxha and his successors has always been 
one of state-capitalism. Whatever they call 
themselves,, it is the production relations 
that are the key. All readers are invited to 
order a copy of our Constitution. Send 20c 
postage to N&L. 
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BLACK-RED VIEW 
I am pleased to turn over my column this month to the re
view-essay by Michael Connolly on Frantz Fanon, Soweto 
and American Black Thought.—John Alan 

by Michael Connolly 

I. DUALITIES: 1978-86 
The horror that awaits all humanity in this nuclear 

world was revealed by the disaster at Chernobyl, and 
no less so was it underlined by Reagan's militaristic re-
trogressionism—raining bombs on Tripoli, attempting to 
slaughter even children. This is what today's reality of
fers to the future; it calls out at the same time for a 
revolutionary alternative, on this 100th anniversary of 
the origins of the international workers' holiday, May 
Day. 

May Day 1986 in South Africa was marked by a • 
strike of unprecedented proportions. Some 1.5 million 
Black workers, joined by smaller numbers of mixed race 
("Coloured") and Indian workers, and even a few 
whites, stayed away from their jobs. In every urban 
center, industry and commerce were crippled. Auto 
plants and mines shut down; youth joined the protest 
by boycotting the schools; many domestic workers 
stayed away from the homes of the wealthy, forcing • 
them to cook and clean for themselves. 

The new-found strength of the Black trade union 
movement, now organized in two labor-federations— 
COSATU and CUSA/AZACTU—with a total of some 
750,000 members, was clear even to the vicious apar
theid government of South Africa's Pres. Botha. Minus
cule in size as late as 1978, the independent Black trade 
union movement grew so rapidly, in militancy as well as 
numbers, that 1985 saw 469 strikes, with political de- • 
mands nearly as common as economic ones. 

The 1986 expanded edition of Frantz Fanon, Soweto 
and American Black Thought demonstrates both its 
continuity with the first edition, published in 1978, 
which traced "the triangular trade of ideas of freedom" 
from Africa to the Caribbean to Black America and 
back again, and what is new since 1978. The photo
graphs1 in the front of the new edition prove the point 
immediately, as they depict COSATU's founding con
vention in Durban last December, and the uprising of 
the "little shorties" in Miami in 1980. 

Whether one looks, however, at the freedom strug
gles in the Caribbean, in Africa, or in Black America, 
what stands out in the eight years since the first edi
tion of this work are the dualities. Where the im
pulse to publish in 1978 was provided by Black Con
sciousness movement. founder Steve Biko's affinity 
with both American Black thought and Frantz Fa-
non's philosophy as a "new Humanism," the 1986 ex
panded edition was compelled by world events, "of 
freedom struggles and of counter-revolution" (p. 2, 
emphasis mine). 

The authors, who dedicated this new edition to Steve 
Biko and Charles Denby, considered the 1983 counter
revolution in Grenada such a crucial event in need of 
re-examination now, that they included Raya Dunayev-
skaya's 1983 Political-Philosophic Letter, "The Caribbe
an Today and the Challenge from 30 Years of Move
ments from Practice That Were Themselves a Form of 
Theory," as Appendix C of the pamphlet. The fact that 
what opened the door to Reagan's 1983 imperial inva
sion of Grenada was the counter-revolution from with
in, the murder of Maurice Bishop and dozens^of sup
porters by the revolutionary party and its army.then 
headed by Austin and Coard, could not be overlooked. 
Dunayevskaya's article discloses the contradictions in 
the post-World War II concept and practice of revolu
tion, focusing on the separation between philosophy and 
organization which, in Grenada, meant that ideological 
debate was restricted to the innermost circles of the 
leadership—and then ended by murder.2 

^Ongoing revolutions today, whether in Haiti, the Phil
ippines, or South Africa, face great obstacles to their 
development as well. The fate, not only of the Third 
World revolutions, but of all humanity, is threatened 
both by the imperial reach of the superpowers and by 
those who, while fighting capitalism, would truncate the 
concept of revolution. 

; Against all this the Introduction/Overview by Raya 
Dunayevskaya, Lou Turner and John Alan in this 1986 
edition boldly singles out the "Idea of freedom" as cen
tral to revolutionary transformation. Thus, at the outset 
the question of "what to do to correct the fantastic im
balance of forces" between the unarmed South African 
3asses and Botha's military machine, is seen as inse-

Erable from working out "how to recognize the free
dom Idea itself as a great force of Reason in this life 
and death struggle" (p. 1). As the Idea of freedom is 
embodied in ever-newer layers of the population—work
ers, youth, women, peasants—it becomes force of Rea
son when it fully knows itself as such. 

This is the fundamental question that links all the 

1. The power of photographs to tell the story of the struggle against 
apartheid has never been better demonstrated than in three photos by 
David Tumley: "The Unseen; The Unwanted; The Resilient," featured 
in the New York Times, May 4, 1986. 
2. Grenada's tragedy was followed this year by events in South Yemen, 
where not only was one leader shooting another, but 10,000 lay dead, 
while both sides called themselves Communists. 

New work on Black thought probes questions 
raised by today's Third World revolutions 

parts of the 1986 expanded edition: the Introduction/ 
Overview, the new Appendices on language by the Hai
tian Rene* Depestre and the Kenyan Ngugi wa Thiong'o, 
the Appendix on Grenada 1983 by Raya Dunayevskaya, 
and the Afterword on Marxist-Humanist Perspectives. 

Thus, the new edition begins where the authors had 
concluded in 1978. They had posed the problem sharply 
then: "It is always easier to recognize a new stage of re-

Man raises fist and shouts "Amandla!" — "Pow
er"— at funeral in Duncan Village, near East Lon
don. 
volt than a new stage of cognition, especially when the 
movement from practice is first striving to rid itself of 
what the great English poet William Blake... had called 
'mind-forged manacles'" (p. 68). Now, however, they 
seek to recognize explicitly that new stage of cognition 
as a pathway out of the Reagan-Botha terror. 

II. "A NEW HUMANISM" FACES THE 
"ADMINISTRATIVE MENTALITY" 

In 1961, Frantz Fanon's Wretched of the Earth 
raised the banner of a "new Humanism" over the Afri
can Revolutions, proclaiming: "For Europe, for our
selves, for humanity, comrades... we must work out new 
concepts, and try to set afoot a new man." 

At the same time, however, state-capitalism had given 
birth to a new phenomenon, with the rise of the petty-
bourgeois intellectual who sought to lead the emerging 
Third World revolutions by imposing on them the State 
Plan, the single Party, and above all the concept of the 
"backwardness of the masses," though those masses 
were the very ones who had fought for independence 
from colonialism. In her 1959 work, Afro-Asian Revolu
tions, Dunayevskaya called this attitude the "aclminis-
trative mentality." 

One year later, that "adminstrative mentality"-—in 
the form of the neo-colonialist Tshombe—was to tie 
Congolese liberation leader Patrice Lumumba hand 
and foot, and have him shot. Dunayevskaya's Feb. 
17, 1961 letter of solidarity to Thomas Kanza, the 
Congo's UN ambassador, after the murder of Lu
mumba, is included in the newly-added Vol. XII of 
the Raya Dunayevskaya Collection, Wayne State 
University Archives of Labor and Urban Affairs. 
This new volume also makes available many docu
ments on the trip she took to Africa in 1962, seeking 
Marxist-Humanist co-thinkers. 
""'The point of affinity," she asserted then, "between 

African and American Marxist-Humanism is the present 
as it is related to the future—world developments and 
the unfinished revolutions to be brought to a conclusion 
on an international scale."3 In Senegal, there was a lack 
of affinity with Leopold Sedar Senghor's "Humanism," 
which ended up as a neocolonialism in the service of 
France. In the Gambia and Nigeria there was the ex
citement of discussions with workers, women and youth 
seeking more from their movements than just independ
ence. In Guinea there was the experience of finding the 
first serialization of Fanon's Wretched of the Earth in 
a Conakry newspaper. And everywhere, she said, "My 
thoughts were of South Africa...The very first meeting 
of the opposition Nigerian Youth Congress I attended in 
Lagos opened with 'Izwe Lethu' ."* 

The revolutions of the 1960s, however, ended with no 
breakthrough on the crucial question of the relation of 
practice to theory, as all was subordinated to "activity." 
In the 1970s came a new wave of revolutions in the 
Third World—from Angola to Nicaragua, from Zim
babwe to Grenada, from Guinea-Bissau to Iran—which 
did express serious interest in theory. The new Intro
duction/Overview takes the measure of those revolu
tions by considering what was being discovered at the 
same time—Marx's Marxism as a totality, including his 

3. "Marxist-Humanism," an article by Dunayevskaya, printed in Pre
sence Arricaine, Vol. 20, #48, 1963. 
4. All documents from Dunayevskaya's 1962 trip to Africa are now in
cluded in her Archives. See sections beginning with #3184 and #9573. 

writings in his last decade on what we call today the 
Third World. They shed such a new light on Marx's 
view of multilinear pathways to revolution that all 
Marxist thought and practice since Marx was in need of 
re-examination. 

Presenting Marx's view of the Black Dimension as 
part of his global revolutionary perspectives was so ur
gent a matter to the late Charles Denby, editor of 
News & Letters, that he asked that Dunayevskaya's 
projection of it be included in the 1983 edition of Amer
ican Civilization on Trial. 

As the new Introduction/Overview puts it, viewing 
the world scene after the 1983 counter-revolution in 
Grenada: "The global ramifications of the relationship 
of theory to practice, of language to class structure, and 
above all, of conflicting tendencies in the leadership to 
the masses, makes it all the more imperative to keep 
philosophy and revolution inseparable" (p. 7). 

III. LANGUAGE, CLASS AND 
THE HAITIAN REVOLT OF 1986 

The relationship of language and culture to class may 
have sounded more theoretical than practical at the end 
of 1985, when the authors decided to include Appen
dices by Rene" Depestre from Haiti and Ngugi wa 
Thiong'o from Kenya in the 1986 expanded edition. Yet 
only five weeks into the new year, Jean-Claude Duva-
lier, dictator of Haiti, and son of the exponent of a de
based form of "Negritude," fled the country after conti
nuous mass protests. Depestre's "Critique of Negritude" 
(Appendix A) takes on urgent relevance as he reveals 
the duality within the concept of Negritude. He asserts 
that what had begun as "a form of authentic revolt op
posed to the contemptible manifestations of racist dog
ma," had, under Duvalier, become the "ideology which 
feeds the most monstrous tyranny," and masks the role 
of the "black bourgeoisie." 

The fact that the category of Negritude contained 
such possibilities for neo-colonialism is developed fur
ther by Ngugi wa Thiong'o in "Politics of African Liter
ature" (Appendix B). He insists that the African petty-
bourgeoisie "develops a vacillating psychological make
up," which, even when it is in opposition to neo-coloni
alism, seeks to create a literature of revolt in the lan
guage of the European rulers, thus separating them
selves from the life-blood of the revolution—the African 
masses. 

Quoting this great Nigerian writer Chinua Achebe, 
Ngugi skewers this whole tradition: "The very adjective 
African can call up hideous fears of rejection. Better 
then to cut all links with this homeland, this liability, 
and become in one giant leap, the universal man." (p. 
80). 

Whether or not Achebe or Ngugi have studied He
gel's Doctrine of the Notion, they have made a cru
cial philosophic point. No better manifestation could 
be demonstrated of those who wish to unite Individ
ual and Universal "in one giant leap," without ever 
having to work out the mediation, the "Particular", 
than those they critique. Nor is it a problem only for 
Black intellectuals inside Africa. Listen to C.L.R. 
James, author of Black Jacobins, deny his African 
roots, as late as 1984: "I am not aware of the Afri
can roots of my use of the language and culture... 
We of the Caribbean have not got an African past. 
We are black in skin, but the African civilization 
is not ours. The basis of our civiliation in the Car
ibbean is an adaptation of Western civilization" (p. 
93). 

Frantz Fanon put t̂ best in- a passage from Wretched 
of the Earth that is even sharper than others from his 
chapter oh "National Culture", quoted in the 1976 edi
tion. Fanon, who had given up his French citizenship to 
join the African revolutions, nevertheless never stopped 
criticizing. the African leaders. His sharp critique was 
hurled at "the native intellectual (who) has thrown 
himself greedily upon Western culture... Rabelais, 
Shakespeare and Edgar Allan Poe..." 

The irony is that, it is in the Caribbean—Haiti to be 
exact—where the African heritage is today being most 
hotly debated. In that land where African traditions 
still undeniably shape the lives of the masses, the peas
antry and proletariat have overthrown Duvalier and ex
posed his counter-revolutionary misuse of those tradi
tions. Haitian! intellectuals are coming home to find new 
indigenous forms of struggle. 

Indeed, the masses in the streets of Port-au-Prince 
and Gonaives created a new revolutionary category 
when they .launched "Operation Dechoukaj" (Uproot), 
and demanded total transformation of Haitian society. 
As the revolt unfolded, the cities and countryside saw 
women's mass marches and peasant self-organization, 
youth groups and political study sessions. 

IV. PHILOSOPHY, ORGANIZATION 
AND REVOLUTION: SOUTH 
AFRICA'S BLACK TRADE UNIONS 

The great divide between leaders and ranks, as the 
great debate on forms of revolutionary organization, did 

(continued on page 9) 
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Miners9 struggles: in America, in South Africa 
Chicago, III.,—It was unusual to see, listed on the 

month-long Haymarket Centennial Activities calendar 
here, a meeting on May 18 called "South African Min
ers and the Black Lung Association, an exchange of ex
perience and vision." Nearly 150 turned out for that ex
change—Black activists, retired miners from Appalachia 
with their families, Hispanic community activists, white 
students, striking Chicago Tribune workers, representa
tives from the Bridgeport Committee to Fight Infant 
Mortality. 

A vigorous retired miner, Lawrence Zornes, spoke 
first for the Black Lung Association, recalling the tough 
battles in Harlan County in the 1920s and '30s to win 
the union, the same hard struggles he found when he 
came to Chicago looking for work, and the fight the ex-
miners are still forced to wage today just to get their 
benefits. Denying that any working people are "foreign" 
to each other, and noting that with Reaganism all con
ditions have become worse, he got hearty applause 
when he ended with a vow that all present would keep 
on fighting both to help the South African struggles (it 
was pressure on Chicago for divestment and a boycott 
of Shell that the meeting especially endorsed) and to 
win our own battles, "so the American people can be 
free with the South African people." 

A surprise came when the spokesperson for the 
South African miners' union turned out to be a soft-

spoken young Black South African woman, Nomonde 
Ngubo. Her thanks to the people of the U.S. for their 
support; her simple description of what it means to 
live and work in an apartheid land and of how she 
learned what the words "freedom fighter" meant at 
the age of four, when two white policemen tore her 
house apart and her mother 
calmed her fright by explain
ing that that is what they 
w e r e hunting for; her de
scription of how, in less then 
three years, the union had 
grown from a handful to 
250,000 and of the massive 
May 1 general s tr ike this 
year that had demonstrated 
where the real power now 
lies; her explanation of who 
are the children in today's 
"ch i ldren ' s r e v o l u t i o n " — 
youth from 24 down to 3 who 
w e r e b o r n o u t of 1976 
Soweto and will not settle for anything less than to
tal freedom—all this held her audience completely 
captive. 

But it was the story she told first of how she had to 
fight to become one of the founders of the South Afri-

Black thought and Third World revolutions 
(continued from page 8) 

not first arise in the 1980s. In the Third World revolu
tions of the post-World War II period, it was expressed 
in divergent attitudes to the problem of underdevelop
ment, with the leaders searching for technological and 
"market" answers, while considering the masses as 
backward. As for the U.S., the description the authors 
of this pamphlet offered in 1976 still holds: the Black 
masses have been in "dual alienation from their own 
leadership as well as from the American system ever 
since the mid-1960s" (p. 30). 

In a particularly telling passage of the Introduc
tion/Overview, Fanon is quoted deepening his cri
tique of the party: "The single party is the modern 
form of the dictatorship of the bourgeoisie, un
masked, unpainted, unscrupulous and cynical." 

But this 1986 edition goes further. It critiques even 
those who have rejected the vanguard party. In her let
ter on Grenada, Dunayevskaya singles out Trinidad's 
Bukka Rennie, who rejects the party and declares Rus
sia a state-capitalist society, without, however, attempt-
ing any sort of philosophic reorganization on which to 
base his conclusions. "Is it just a question of form of or
ganization that has kept us shackled?" Dunayevskaya 
asks (p. 91-92). 

Rennie's views turn out to be those of C.L.R. James, 
who likewise supposedly rejected the vanguard party, 
only to write on Grenada's tragedy this fantastic asser
tion on the relationship of leadership, organization and 
the mass movement: "A mass movement above all 
needs leadership, and if the political leader does not 
give it, people turn to another organization, often the 
Army. The Army consists of organization—commanders, 
lieutenants, majors, etc." (p. 92). 

Dunayevskaya, Turner and Alan argue that what 
is on the agenda today is not only what form organi
zation should take, but how to end the separation 
between the Idea of freedom and its organizational 
expression. That is precisely the challenge facing 
all political organizations in South Africa today, as 
the massive upsurge of the Black trade union 
movement has posed new questions to the African 
N a t i o n a l C o n g r e s s / U n i t e d D e m o c r a t i c Front 
(ANC/UDF), to the Azanian People's Organization 
(AZAPO) and to all the Left parties, whether Com
munist, Trotskyist or Social Democratic. 

As the Black trade unions have grown since 1981, 
they have revealed new dimensions within their ranks. 
Women have been among the most militant, and leaders 
like Emma Mashinini have gained respect outside then-
own union ranks. Youth have joined the workers in 
planning strike actions, as they did on May 1. A deep 
internationalism has marked union actions, whether in 
solidarity with Poland's Solidarnosc, or in support of 
striking Hormel workers in Minnesota.5 
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Where in 1978 this pamphlet quoted Nigerian workers 
who didn't want to hear Nigerian government state
ments on South Africa while they lived in slums, today 
the same question is being asked from a different direc
tion. At a recent UDF meeting a trade unionist asked: 
"How do we know if you get into power that what's 
going to happen here is not what has happened in other 
parts of Africa?" Rank-and-file workers are seeking an
swers from all the parties about their concept of the 
goal of revolution, their vision of a new society. 

A woman activist in the South African Allied Work
ers Union (SAAWU) wrote N&L (Jan.-Feb. 1986): 
"Women are surprised at being oppressed and hindered 
by men when doing the same job men do... No man dis
rupts us from political activities or being detained, but 
when facing a point of leadership and equalization of 
jobs, men oppress us." Women are confronting the lead
ership on questions of thought as well as of action. 

Throughout the unions, there is a widespread 
questioning of the "two stage" revolution concept 
(first a "democratic" one, then socialist), as suggest
ed by the ANC "Freedom Charter." It does not mean 
that they are therefore endorsing AZAPO, or any 
other party. Listen to Moses Mayekiso, Alexandra 
Township activist and secretary of the Metal and Al
lied Workers Union: "The Charter is a capitalist doc
ument. We need a workers' charter that will say 
clearly who will control the farms... the factories, the 
mines. There must be a change of the whole society... 
Through the shop stewards' councils people are op
posed to the idea that there will be two stages to
ward liberation... It's a waste of time, a waste of en
ergy, and a waste of people's blood." 

All these challenges taken as a whole reveal the rich 
meaning of the Marxist-Humanist concept of the move
ment from practice that is itself a form of theory. They 
have raised, from practice, "the concept of new human 
relations, of not stopping the revolution with the over
throw of the old society." The task for all of us, this 
1986 edition argues, is to work out Marx's vision of 
"revolution in permanence" for our age. 

In South Africa, the trade unions and the youth or
ganizations have called for the most massive three-day 
general strike June 16-18, on the tenth anniversary of 
the 1976 Soweto uprising. As Marxist-Humanists we sol-
idarize with them, both by participating in support dem
onstrations here in the USA, and by deepening the Idea 
of freedom as part of a world exchange of ideas. I con
sider that this new edition of Frantz Fanon, Soweto 
and American Black Thought is a most valuable con
tribution in that effort. 

5. Workers at Renown Food Products in South Africa, which has ties to 
Hormel, have just announced their "solidarity with the Hormel strikers." 
"We will do everything we can to help them," said David Makehma, 
general secretary of the Sweet Food and Allied Workers Union. 
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can Miners Union that set the tone for all the stories 
that followed. She had just graduated from her universi
ty in 1980, with a degree in labor, she said, when she 
learned that people were being sought to help organize 
the mine workers. She applied at once and was politely 
turned down as "not qualified." When she demanded to 
know what the qualifications were they told her they 
needed someone who was "committed, determined, with 
a lot of stamina, prepared for a tough job"—she was all 
of those things, she insisted—"and who was a man." 

She went home, put on pants and a shirt, hid her 
hair under a big hat and went back to the same man 
who had interviewed her the first time. "I'm the 
'man' for your job," she said—and they were finally 
convinced she was the organizer they needed. 

Just as exciting to us was the fact that we were able 
to take to that meeting to discuss and sell together, our 
own pamphlets on the Miners' General Strike of 1949-
50, which had raised the profound question for our Au
tomation age: "What kind of labor human beings should 
do?"; and Frantz Fanon, Soweto and American 
Black Thought, which demonstrates the great contri
bution the South African workers are now making to 
the development of the labor movement world-wide 
with their conception of "Amandla!" that does not sepa
rate "trade union questions" from the movement to cre
ate a totally new society. —Olga Domanski 

BLACK WORLD 
(continued from page 1) 

an's patriotic con-game, while others, who had been 
present at Qaddafi's Third World conference at the time 
of the Gulf of Sidra bombing, have rushed to declare 
his brand of retrogressive anti-imperialism the pathway 
to Black liberation. All that did was shift the revolu
tionary developments in Haiti and South Africa onto 
the back burner at the moment when the masses had 
intensified their struggle, a fact brutally shown when 
only two days after Reagan's March 24 bombing, sotne 
40 people were killed in Botha's undeclared civil war 
against the unarmed Black population, marking the 
greatest loss of life in a single day in the last two years 
of turmoil. 

In the U.S., such attitudes to objective world crises 
and deepening subjective developments in revolution 
in the Black and Third World make it imperative, 
therefore, not to leave these events as mere passing 
immediates of yesterday's headlines, but to pose 
them, however briefly, in their historic-philosophic 
context. 

Take Richard Wright's view of Franco's Spain as a 
society existing "after the death of the hope of free
dom," a view in which counter-revolution is related to a 
simple geographic description of Spain as marking Eu
rope's opening to Africa, a continent that had only then 
(1954) begun to stir, but which would over the next dec
ade remake the map of the world through revolution. 

Two letters I received recently from Raya Dunayev
skaya illuminate this further. In the following passage 
from the first she cites her "Special Marxist-Humanist 
Statement" on Reagan's bombing of Libya: the second 
passage comes from that "Special Statement" itself: 

"...the 'Special' related the 1986 U.S. assault in the Gulf 
of Sidra to the historic roots of global counter-revolution 
as they were seen in what had happened in 1936-37 during 
the Spanish Civil War when the so-called Workers' State, 
Russia—which was supposed to be for the Spanish Revolu
tion—was testing its weapons just as was Nazi Germany. It, 
led to Franco's counter-revolution crushing the Spanish 
Revolution." (April 10, 1986) 

"...it is true that nothing comparable to the counter-revo
lutionary situation that followed the defeat of the Spanish 
Revolution—the outbreak of World War II—exists today. 
Nevertheless, the objectively reactionary situation in ^the 
U.S., whether it be over Libya or Latin America, or in the 
deterioration of thinking, shows us that the dialectic me
thod is as urgent now as it has ever been..." (A Prelimi
nary-Marxist-Humanist Statement on the Last 48 
Hours," March 27, 1986). 

What, in other words, we are forced to confront, is 
the brute fact that behind Reagan's imperialist adven
tures abroad, from Grenada to Central America to Lib
ya, stands his reactionary retrogressism on all fronts at 
home. Thus, no matter where Reagan's Pax Americana 
precipitates global crises in the Black and Third World 
our methodological point of departure and return must 
be tile principle that the absolute opposition to Reagan
ism is not another state power, whether Libya or Rus
sia, but exists within the U.S. beginning with that di
mension of American civilization which has always ex
posed its racist Achilles' heel—Black masses in motion. 

For that reason Marxist-Humanism has held that 
American imperialism abroad has always returned home 
to feed on native, racist, exploitative ground.* Not only 
does Reaganism make that truer today than at any oth
er period, but if a new stage of Black thought is to 
reach full philosophic expression, the most serious dis
cussion of current world events, unseparated from dia-, 
lectic method, becomes imperative. 
•See the Statement of the National Editorial Board of News & Letters, 
American Civilization on Trial: Black Masses as Vanguard, J^jjt 
3, "Imperialism and Racism," pp. 15-18. ' ^ * T ' 
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Does Chernobyl nuclear disaster show us our future? 
(continued from page 1) 

milk, vegetables, meat and water. The failure to 
evacuate the immediate area promptly, the massive 
suppression of information, has meant that thou
sands face the prospect of long-term radiation dam
age, including a variety of cancers. The people of 
Kiev, a city of two and a half million some 70 miles 
south of Chernobyl, do not yet know the full impact 
upon their city or on their lives, and many will not 
know the full consequences for years to come. Fully 
50 million people live in the area which has experi
enced some contamination. 

A new dimension of what it means to be a satellite of 
Russia became apparent as the radioactive winds blew 
over East Europe and not a word of warning was issued 
by Russia. The question of freedom of information, of 
communication, was shown to be something more than 
just a "bourgeois right" as a state-capitalist state chose 
to suppress the news as much as possible for days, 
while a private capitalist state sought to sensationalize 
and exploit it. A Polish Solidarnosc (Solidarity) activist 
in exile, whose daughter was right then being exposed 
to radioactive, fall-out in Poland, told us that here was 
proof that freedom of information was a basic human 
right. 

THE CONSPIRACY VS. 
THE ANTI-NUCLEAR MOVEMENT 

Chernobyl brings to the fore the truth that the Unit
ed States and Russia have conspired to hide and distort 
the full nuclear reality which has been with us through
out the four decades since Hiroshima. It still remains 
the fact of the nuclear age that the U.S. dropped the 
first atomic bomb on Japan, a non-white nation. 

Both the United States and Russia have created mu
tually assured destruction (MAD) that has loaded our 
world with tens of thousands of nuclear weapons; they 
both have developed first strike capabilities; they both 
are thinking about and planning for a "winnable" nucle
ar, war. They have both minimized by propaganda the 
dangers of nuclear reactors, and tried to suppress a full 
discussion of nuclear accidents. 

This conspiracy of the two nuclear superpowers 
has only been broken by the outpouring of an anti-
nuclear movement at different historic moments. It 
was the protest after Three Mile Island that really 
brought to the fore the dangers of nuclear reactors. 
But it has been the tremendous massive Japanese 
anti-atomic war movement which has given birth to 
an anti-nuclear movement globally, including both 
Europe and the U.S. 

In the wake of Chernobyl there is sure to be a new 
outbreak of nuclear protest within Russia and East Eu
rope. Already we have seen protests in Poland. They 
are but the beginnings of new discussions and actions 
that will be taking place from, below in East Europe 
and within Russia itself. The Kiev families trying to 
protect their sons and daughters from nuclear exposure 
will not be assuaged from a deep discussion of their 
own society by early openings of summer camps for the 
young. A trip of high government officials to the area, 
the dismissal of a few Party officials in the Chernobyl 

area, the appearance of Gorbachev on television, will 
not stamp out the questions and protests already aris
ing on a deep level. 

CAPITALISM, PRIVATE AND STATE, 
IN THE NUCLEAR AGE 

The atomic horror that the U.S. rained upon Hiroshi
ma and Nagasaki to open the nuclear age did not at all 
repel Stalin's Russia. It supported the dropping of the 
A-bomb. Rather it meant that Russia needed to catch 
up with the West in nuclear weaponry, whether under 
Stalin or "de-Stalinized" Khrushchev. (See especially 
"Khrushchev's 50-megaton bomb" iri November, 1961 
N&L.) Thus the arsenals of death became loaded—in 
the missile silos, in the bomber bays, deep in oceango
ing submarines—for Russia as well as the U.S. It is our 
joint heritage; our "legacy" to the future. 
Nuclear reactors can no more be separated from these 
war preparations than 
they can be separated 
from the state and pri
vate capitalist use of 
science and technology 
which produced them. 
The Chernobyl re
actors as well as nu
clear reactors in the 
U.S. are used to prod
uce the fuel for the 
nuclear warheads of 
these weapons. 

Five nuclear re
actors in the U.S., 
precisely the ones 
which produce pluto-
nium for nuclear 
weapons, have -no 
containment vessels. 
Their fuel and the 
plutonium are far 
more dangerous than fuel the lower grade nuclear 
found in commercial reactors. 

Chernobyl and Three Mile Island prove that we do 
not have to wait for nuclear war for Armageddon. A 
nuclear disaster is being lived today, and not fjone in 
the Ukraine, but globally. Radiation recognizes no na
tional boundaries. . • ' 

The splitting of the atom for purposes of mass de
struction was not tied solely to an "accident of war," 
nor to the necessity to "catch up." It was a conse
quence of a social division of labor carried to its ulti-
•mate. In all class societies, science and life have been 
separated. This separation reached a veritable chasm in 
capitalist class society once science became wedded to 
the technology of the industrial revolution. Within the 
capitalist economy technology acquired a whole new 
function: it took production out of the hands of the, la
borer and into the realm of the machine under the di
rection of the capitalist. The machine was now not the 
tool that transmitted the worker's activity to the object. 
Instead the worker was reduced to transmitting the ma-

European responses to U.S. bombing of Libya 
Milan, Italy—By now the two nuclear giants are 

fighting openly for control of Western Europe and not 
just the Middle East, and for the first time European 
leaders have begun to face this reality. 

Just the day before the U.S. bombing of Libya the 
representatives of the EEC met and decided to support 
the U.S. in its policy against Qaddafi and international 
terrorism on the condition that only political,, rather 
than military, means be used. Despite this, the U.S. in
formed the European countries of its intention to attack 
Libya only.a few hours before the actual fact. 

The European governments began to cede to U.S. de
mands almost immediately. Then Gorbachev came on 
the scene showing that' all of his peace talk had its lim
its. He would defend European autonomy and make 
Qaddafi a Russian puppet to save Europe from military 
and terroristic attacks. This shows how contradictory 
Russian foreign policy is; Western Europe has the right 
to autonomy, but the Middle East does not. 

The real problem for the European people is not nec
essarily that of losing their national sovereignty but 
that of losing their own rights. Reagan is using this sit
uation to justify his policy of state terrorism be it in the 
form of international military aggression or in the form 
of political and economic control over other countries. It 
is. the people that go into the midst and have to pay for 
their governing class's attempts to save and gain always 
more power. 

Peace demonstrations have taken place throughout 
Europe. In Italy more or less spontaneous demon
strations took place in at least 20 cities the day after 
the announcement of the bombardment of Libya.. What 
was unexpected is that most of them werAuj fee South. 
Probably this is due to the fact that in the last few 

s the people of the South have finally begun to-pro-
st against the political control of the mafia, and this 

j g a r . ' 
" ^ s t 

has given to the youth a more general political con
sciousness. —Margaret Ellingham 

Oxford, England—The F i l l aircraft that 
bombed Tripoli on the night of April 14-1¾ the EF-llls 
that jammed the Libyan radar and the air tankers that 
refueled them en route flew from four U.S. bases in 
England: Lakenheath and" Mildenhall in Suffolk, Fair-
ford in Gloucestershire and Upper Heyford, just twelve 
miles north of Oxford. Overnight, Reagan's duel with 
Qaddafi became a local issue. 

The peace movement was able to respond quickly 
with leaflets, posters, demonstrations and collections for 
the bomb victims in Tripoli. On April 19 I took part in 
a protest of about 100 people at Upper Heyford. The 
place is a huge American military settlement, set incon
gruously in the midst of pretty countryside and little 
villages with thatched cottages. There are 12,500 Ameri
cans Stationed 'there', including 5,000 military personnel, 
and the base has its own shopping centre, housing, 
sports facilities, schools and a hospital. The base was on 
full alert. Outside were large numbers of local police; in
side were British Ministry of Defense police and Ameri
can soldiers in full combat gear with automatic rifles. 

Some people, as a symbolic gesture, tried to cut the 
perimeter wire with hacksaw blades. The police, quite 
good-naturedly, confiscated the blades. I only saw one 
person arrested—a young man who managed to get in
side the base—and he was released after a few minutes. 
Meanwhile, in London, several thousand people were 
holding a sit-down protest outside the U.S: Embassy in 
Grosvenor Square. 

Reagan's and Thatcher's act of state terrorism has 
really jolted political consciousness in Britain. Even be
fore 14 April, by-election results and opinion polls indi
cated a decline in support for Thatcher. Now many peo
ple feel really endangered by her warlike actions. 

. — Richard Bunting 

chine's power to the material. The skill and knowledge 
required in the production process have become the ob
jective attribute of capital. As Marx wrote: "Machinery 
then appears as the most adequate form of capital as 
such.". 

This destruction of a creative self-developing dimen
sion of labor is most intense in the factory system. 
There, science and life are not a unity manifesting hu
manity's development, but a forced bondage of alienat
ed labor. The most perverse manifestation of taking 
production out of humanity's hands and attempting to 
give science an "independent existence" has now be
come our post-Hiroshima nuclear world of missiles, 
bombs and death-spewing reactors. 

The consequences of nuclear reactor accidents are 
catastrophic. But every worker will recognize the 
class basis of these accidents, as well as of non-nucle
ar disasters—of a Challenger space shuttle explo
sion, or a Bhopal, India chemical plant release of 
deadly poisons—in the drive for more production, 
the working at the pace of the machine, the attempt 
to make it faster and cheaper, the hierarchy of man
agers and supervisors standing over workers. All of 
this occurs in factories upon factories upon factories, 
here in the U.S. and the West, in Russia and its sat
ellites, and in the sweatshops of the Third World, 
whether one is making parts for radios or parts for 
nuclear reactors. 

Before Chernobyl exploded, a woman who was evi
dently a senior manager at the Chernobyl nuclear pow
er plant had warned of a possible disaster. Writing in a , 
Kiev newspaper, Lyubov Kovalenska, she told of the 
substandard construction due to both a drive to cut 
construction time for the fifth reactor by one year, and 
a lack of building materials. The workers were put un
der pressure to meet the deadline, and still more pres
sure when the construction materials were delayed. 
There was a rush to make Chernobyl the world's larg
est atomic power facility. "The failures here will be re
paid," she wrote, "repaid over the decades to come." A 
month later Chernobyl exploded. 

Even when technology "succeeds," it is often a threat 
to the workers directly involved: witness those thrown 
out of work by the invention of new machinery, those 
still able to keep working having to labor under the dis
cipline and pace of the machine, of technology perfect
ed. 

And now the Chernobyl site must be cleaned up. 
Three Mile Island, some seven years after its partial 
meltdown, is still heavily contaminated. Chernobyl is a 
far worse case. But human beings, workers, will be 
faced with the task of going in to try to decontaminate 
the area, and thus face the probability of being, contam
inated in the process. And those people of the Ukraine 
who live closest to the Site, the children especially, will 
be living their lives in the shadow of radioactivity. Will 
they find out its effect only after it is too late? 
THE GLOBAL RAMIFICATIONS 

The global ramifications of Chernobyl are intimately 
tied on the one hand to the superpowers' maneuvers, 
and. on the other to the power of anti-nuclear and other 
freedom movements. That practitioner of state terror
ism against Libya, Ronald Reagan, proceeded to the Ja
pan economic summit not to deal with. the economic 
crisis affecting masses in the developed and underdevel
oped world, but to mobilize allies against Libya and to 
propagandize against Russia over Chernobyl. Gorbachev 
took to the airwaves to "explain" Chernobyl a la Madi
son Ave., calling another moratorium on nuclear tests 
as a public relations exercise, without of course any cri
tique of the state-capitalist practice in Russia which 
brought about the disaster. He has not paused one mo
ment in his drive for greater productivity from the Rus
sian workers. And of course both Reagan and Gorba
chev are full of maneuvers concerning the summit, to 
be or not to be. If'held,,will it be as empty as the first 
summit? (See "The Summit that Wasn't," Dec, 1985 
N & L . ) , . ' ' ' ' • / • ' , . ^ ' ' • , • 

The global'ramifications that can open a pathway out 
of the superpower death spiral for all of humanity will 
not be found in any Reagan/Gorbachev summitry, but 
rather in the hew beginnings emerging within the anti-
nuclear movement and within other freedom move
ments worldwide. These movements taken as a whole 
face a Herculean challenge if they are to truly become 
pathways forward. Can they work out a full version of 
the kind of total social uprooting necessary so that 
there is no separation between the necessity to oppose 
nuclear power and the necessity to oppose nuclear 
Weapons? So 'that opposition to nuclear technology is at 
the same time an opposition to the class-based capital
ist society where manipulation of science and technolo
gy threatens humanity in such a 'multitude of ways? So 
that there is a refusal to take sides between the nucle
ar-armed superpowers, and thus an opposition to capi
talism in both its private and state forms? And most 
crucially, can the freedom movements refuse to sepa
rate what we are opposed to from what we are for—a 
new human society whose birth and development 
comes from hewing out a unity of freedom actions and 
freedom ideas as a new beginning? This remains the 
human endeavor. 
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yOUTH Polish youth: peace only with freedom 
The nuclear disaster at Chernobyl has sparked in

tense discussion and activity among Poland's youth, re
sulting in a sit-down demonstration in Wroclaw May 2 
by the group "Freedom and Peace." The youth protest
ed against Russia's handling of its nuclear "accident" as 
well as Poland's plans to build its first nuclear reactor. 

The increased discussion among youth in Poland cen
ters upon the fact that there is no hope for living with
in the system. Those who were 12-13 years old during 
the birth of Solidarity are now coming into adulthood. 
Many do not expect to ever find a job, and do not be
lieve that whatever job they might get will be a source 
of satisfaction. The youth believe that education does 
not guarantee anything. 

One Solidarity activisit said of them: "what future do 
they have? In their songs they sing 'I will get an apart
ment in 2010,' When I listen to that I feel despair. It is 
so hopeless, but they are trying to do something, to or
ganize, to give their lives sense." 

"Freedom and Peace" was founded in April 1985 in 
Krakow to take back the meaning of the word 
"peace" as that which can only exist with freedom. A 
Warsaw group defending Marek Adamkiewicz, the 
soldier who refused to swear loyalty to the Polish 
authorities and acknowledge the "friendliness" of the 
Russian Army and was convicted of refusing to serve 
and sentenced to 2½ years in prison, decided to join 
them. Groups from Wroclaw, Gdansk and Szczecin 
joined in the summer of 1985. After the petitions and 
hunger strikes proved ineffective they decided to 
start returning the "military document" (a form of a 
draft card which all men must carry), with a state
ment saying they are protesting Adamkiewicz's sen
tence and in effect wanting nothing to do with the 
authorities. In their statement to a peace conference 
in Amsterdam they state: "Our activity for peace 
should be an activity for freedom of the peoples in 
Cuba, Indonesia, Afghanistan, South Africa, Chile, 
Crimean Tartars, and others." 

The authorities at first tried to label participants in 
the movement "crazy." When that didn't work, many 
more were convicted and sentenced for returning their 
military document. Jacek Czaputowicz, one of the signa
tories of an open letter against U.S.'s intervention in 
Nicaragua as well as Russia's in East Europe and Af
ghanistan, was arrested in February with another activ
ist Piotr Niemczyk. Many in Poland and abroad have 
heard of this group and support it. 

Indeed, the youth are organizing their own groups in
dependent even of Solidarity. The punk life style has 
become most popular among youth who see pink hair, 
earrings and studded jackets as a gesture of freedom. 

Last year in Gdansk another organization, Alterna
tive Society Movement (RSA), participated in the 
May Day parade carrying large black banners with 
bloody lettering: "Solidarity fights." Their anarcho-
paciflst declaration states that one cannot passively 
surrender while under attack by the ZOMO, riot po
lice for example. They are active wherever 16-20 
year olds are present, at schools, stadiums, etc. At a 
concert in Jarocin they distributed anti-election leaf
lets. They publish their own paper, Homek. They are 
against the system, but also have a very critical atti
tude to Solidarity's leadership as too willing to com
promise. In Gdansk they come from mostly working 

Anti-apartheid graduation 
Ann Arbor, Mich.—After a seven-month battle 

with the Board of Trustees which culminated in an 
overnight sit-in at the April Board meeting, anti-apar
theid students at the University of Michigan held then-
own graduation ceremony May 3 at which they awarded 
Nelson Mandela an honorary degree. The students were 
outraged that after seven months of discussion with 
them, the trustees turned down their demand to have 
Mandela honored at their graduation. 

At the alternative graduation, which was attended by 
about 400 people, both Black and white, students, par
ents and teachers, Free South Africa Coordinating Com
mittee spokesperson Barbara Ransby said that after a 
year of anti-apartheid struggle on campus, "we are an
gry, frustrated, and disappointed in the administra-
tion...but we are stronger and more convinced of our 
own principles." She asked those graduating seniors not 
to "leave their idealism on the steps of the library; if we 
don't take responsibility, who will?" 

As if to underscore the gravity of what "taking re
sponsibility" can mean, the honorary degree of "Doctor 
of Humane Letters" awarded to Mandela recognized 
him for "his courage, dignity, and indomitable spirit in 
the face of one of the most brutal regimes ever known 
to mankind." 

Two hours after the alternative graduation the stu
dents took their protest into the official ceremony. As 
President Shapiro began speaking, a huge "Amandla!" 
(Power!) banner was unfurled amidst shouts of "Honor 
Mandela!" Indeed, at least half of the graduating liberal 
arts students wore on their caps and gowns blue and 
white stickers that also carried their demand: "Honor 
Mandela!" —Participant 

class neighborhoods (Grabowek, Chylonia) and have 
now established good relations with youth in Nowa 
Huta and in Wroclaw. 

Other high school youth are creating school newspa
pers and self-education circles. Some invite Solidarity 
activists to speak about the 16 months of Solidarity, 
about the martial law afterwards, about the under
ground. In Wroclaw alone there are 70 such groups. 
They are sometimes active in school self-governing com-

This cartoon by a 14-year-old junior high school 
student was drawn shortly after Reagan's bomb
ing of Libya. 

Opposition to Reagan 
(continued from page 1) 

Our News & Letters literature table was constantly 
busy with students coming up to talk about what 
Reagan was doing, and to try to work out what we 
can do. And they didn't only want to talk about 
Reagan; they wanted to talk about revolution. 

These new beginnings of a youth anti-war movement 
mean a lot to me. In January 1980, when Jimmy Carter 
announced the beginning of draft registration, the ur
gency of the times drew many young women and men 
to form an anti-war movement. I was one of them, I 
grew up in a poor working class family in Kentucky and 
had felt what this system does to people—the degrada
tion, the alienation, the murder. 

I hated this system. I surely wasn't willing to kill or 
die for it; more than anything I wanted to fight against 
it. I had in my mind a vision of a free society without 
the daily terror of war. At that time most draft-age 
youth didn't support the draft, and at least 10% didn't 
register. 
NARROWING THE MOVEMENT 

However, now, six years later, this movement no long
er exists and the main reason for that is that the pas
sion for freedom which drew people into the movement 
was not allowed to develop by the movement "big 
shots." Anti-draft became solely a question of con
science, of pacifism. This excluded most anti-draft youth 
who were more concerned with what type of future was 
facing them if the draft wasn't stopped. These same 
youth were against nuclear war and U.S. involvement in 
Central America, and felt that all these questions were 
integrally related. 

It seems that some activist "organizers" have not 
yet learned to listen to youth's passion for freedom. 
Here in Los Angeles, a rally was held after the Cher
nobyl disaster, to call for all nuclear power plants to 
be shut down. But despite the fact that in 1986 nucle
ar power, nuclear war, and the whole general war 
hysteria are inseparable, the rally organizers only 
wanted the rally to address the one issue of nuclear 
power! 

But the participants didn't allow this limitation to 
take place. High school students and activists from all 
different movements, especially anti-apartheid, wanted 
to discuss what Chernobyl means in terms of the future 
of society in relation to all of today's problems. 

It's in the desire of these new youth activists and 
thinkers that we can see a direction. The responses I 
have encountered from young people around Los Ange
les to Reagan's war drive shows how deep is youth's 
passion for a philosophy of freedom. The defeat of 
Reaganism and the global threat of war demands that 
we not allow our thoughts and desires to be truncated, 
but that we develop our minds and a philosophy of 
freedom as part of all our new activities. 

mittees, where they organize "quiet" breaks between 
classes to protest the Dec. 13 anniversary of martial law 
broadcast by their own radio programs, make space for 
learning independently, answer TV propaganda, etc. 
Some, like Federation of Fighting Youth, turn to Soli
darity directly. Others work alone. Though many admit 
they may not remember exactly what was happening in 
1980, they have learned from it that their only hope is 
the hope to fight. —Urszula Wislanka 

"You have no say" 
Los Angeles, Calif.—I was so shocked and scared 
when I heard the news about the Chernobyl accident. I 
was frightened for the people that lived in that area, 
frightened for myself, frightened for the earth. People 
were joking about it at school, saying "Don't drink the 
milk"—I think that joking was a way of dealing with 
anxiety. 

Almost every teenager has some type of opinion on 
the politics and issues that shape their society, but 
there are many reasons why they are not heard or 
voiced more. A lot of high school students feel that no 
one is listening to us. We can't vote, and no one wants 
to understand, so why go through the trouble. It's not 
that teenagers don't care, it's that no one cares enough 
to teach us and to listen to us. 

In school we're not taught to analyze and under
stand why history took the course it did, but to me
morize and know the date of a certain battle without 
really understanding its causes. Current social and 
political issues are rarely discussed in a way that 
gives us a chance to know all angles of a subject so 
we can form our own opinions. The issues we hear 
most about are teenage pregnancy, drugs and alco
hol, and gangs. 

I want to learn and know more so I can express my
self better. I have a teacher who was talking about the 
Russian war in Afghanistan. A student said, "What 
about Reagan's aid to the contras in Nicaragua?" The 
teacher refused to discuss it. 

There are posters everywhere in the school reminding 
boys that when they are 18 they have to register for the 
draft. After Reagan bombed Libya, my history teacher 
said, "Remember to register for the draft! There might 
be a war!" He thought Reagan had done the greatest 
thing. Another teacher said in a more serious tone, 
"Think about it. A war could be getting closer." 

This was very scary to us. Boys I have talked with 
said that they will register, but if there is a war they 
will not go and fight. Yet although many students at 
my school think these kinds of thoughts, it is not al
ways easy to talk about them. There are pressures that 
make it impossible for a teenager to voice his or her 
opinions. Maybe it's not "in" to talk about something 
like this. But this is crazy, because the people who de
cide what is and isn't "in" don't even understand them
selves. 

It is hard being a teenager because you have no say. 
You have to follow what your parents say. But every
thing that is happening affects us. There have to be 
more opportunities for students to be able to make 
their opinions clearer and to have them heard. 

—High school student 

Youth in Revolt] 
On May 14, 2,000 students protesting at Al Yarmouk 

University in Irbid, Jordan, were met by rioting police 
who injured 200 students and killed three by the> official 
count, and probably many more. The students were 
protesting both a recent tuition increase and the expiJl-
sion of 32 students who had demonstrated against the 
U.S. bombings of Libya. 

Almost all Black students boycotted public schools in 
Indianola, Miss., in April. The strike was organized by 

. Black parents outraged at the decision of the school 
board's white majority to hire yet another white super
intendent. Students returned to classes April 21, but 
townspeople continued to demonstrate and boycott 
white-owned businesses until May 1, when the board 
named the first Black superintendent ever in Indianola, 
90% of whose students are Black. 

Drawing the connection to Chernobyl, 1,000 people 
rallied on May 17 and 18 outside the nuclear waste re
processing plant in Wackersdorf, West Germany. Hun
dreds of people were injured and 16 arrested in a clash 
with 2,000 riot police. 

* * * 

Fifty-four students at Connecticut College occupied 
the administration building for 19 hours in May, pro
testing the college's foot-dragging in recruitment of mi
nority students and teachers. They ended the sit-in af-.. 
ter winning an agreement from officials that included an 
affirmative action hiring policy and the implementation 
of a minor in Afro-American studies. ^ ^ 
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OUR LIFE AND TINES South Korean struggle moves Left 
by Kevin A.'Barry and Mary Holmes 

Spurred on by the fall of Marcos, Spring 1986 has 
seen the largest outpouring of opposition since the 
Kwangju uprising of May 1980. In Masan on May 10, 
15,000 protesters seemed to be cheered by the whole 
city of 460,000 from curbsides and rooftops. 

In recent weeks, students have helped propel the 
anti-dictatorship movement in a more radical direction. 
In Inchon and Masan, students fought police, leaving 
103 police injured in Inchon, while in Masan, their slo
gans sharply opposed the conciliationism of the moder
ate leadership of the democratic movement, even while 
joining with it in the massive street demonstrations. 

On May 19, despite heavy police presence, over 5,000 
demonstrators were able to gather in downtown 
Kwangju. Police prevented the demonstrators from 
reaching the provincial government buildings by attack
ing with tear gas and clubs. That area, dubbed "Democ
racy Square" by the opposition, was the scene of a 
50,000-strong demonstration on March 30. In 1980, the 
square as well as the government buildings were taken 
over by rebels. In suppressing the uprising, General 
Chon's troops—with plenty of indirect assistance from 
the U.S. military—murdered 2,600 people. It was that 

event which marked the birth of a new generation of 
revolutionaries in South Korea. 

This spring radical student groups such as Min Min 
Tu and United Minjung Movement for Democracy and 
Unification have emerged publicly, branding the liberal 

opposition "opportunist" and calling for the removal of 
Chon's "military dictatorship propped up by U.S. impe
rialism." As if on cue, on May 7 Secretary of State 
Schultz fully endorsed Chon's vague promises of civilian 
rule (but not even bourgeois democracy) by 1988, say
ing, "We highly praise the Korean government's deter
mined efforts to realize a peaceful power transfer in 
1988." 

Radical students have also formed direct links with 
South Korea's massive industrial proletariat, many of 
whom are women. Chang Myong See is editor of the 
cultural journal Hankuk Ilbo. She told Le Monde re
cently: "Women undoubtedly have a consciousness of 
oppression, a sense of justice and a force of resistance 
greater than men. During the struggle against the Japa
nese occupation of 1910-45, they participated actively in 
the independence movement. Today they are the most 
militant within the unions—70 % of the women work 
but only 6% have skilled positions." 

It is these dimensions of women, of labor, of youth 
who are making the ongoing movement so serious a cri
sis point for the regime, especially in light of the winds 
of freedom blowing from the Philippines, where another 
U.S.-backed strongman was toppled by "people power." 

Waldheim's Austria 
The visage of Hitler is alive today, 

Spring 1986, in the heart of Europe and 
not only South Africa. This is seen not 
just in Waldheim's past, but in the 
49.6% vote for him in the Austrian elec
tion. Unless the youth, the women's lib-
erationists and labor can mobilize 
against him by the runoff election June 
8, the Nazi Waldheim, responsible for 
untold massacres of resistance fighters 
in^Greece and Yugoslavia during World 
War II, will take over the presidency of 
that nation. 

Why has it taken 39 years—from 
1947, when Tito's Yugoslavia turned 
over its report on Wehrmacht Lt. Wal
dheim's war crimes to the UN, which 
was also deposited at the National Ar
chives in Washington—to unmask Wal
dheim? Why did Tito keep silent when 
Waldheim was elected UN. Secretary 
General in the 1970s? What did Russia 
and the U.S. know? Why was the in
formation still not found even when the 
Waldheim-led UN passed its obscene 
1976 resolution equating Zionism with 
racism? (See Raya Dunayevskaya's 
Marxist-Humanist critique of that reso
lution and its effect on the strangled 
revolution in Lebanon in her "The UN 
Resolution on Zionism—and Ideological 
Obfuscation on the Left" and "Lebanon: 
The Test Not Only of the PLO but the 
Whole Left," Political-Philosophic Let
ters 1 and 6, 1976.) Why do none see 
the connection between Simon Wiesen-, 
thal's (or Reagan's) support for the con-
tras in Nicaragua and his equivocation 
on Waldheim? 

The outcome of World War II solved 
no fundamental problems for private or 
state capitalism, as the U.S. and Russia 
placed markers for where World War 
III would begin, but created no new ep
och. Decaying capitalism and imperial
ism soon showed Hitler's visage openly 
again, beginning in South Africa in the 
1940s. Waldheim's campaign shows that 
it has never left Austria. A Waldheim 
victory would contribute to the retro
gression evidenced with the anti-immi
grant and neo-fascist groupings that 
have arisen in Britain and France and 
the fascist Kahane movement in Israel. 

Paraguay in ferment 
On May Day, hundreds of workers 

came out to demonstrate against the 
Stroessner dictatorship, only to be 
clubbed by police. But the fact that 
they felt strong enough even to come 
out shows that serious changes are un
derway in a land ruled for 32 years by 
General Alfredo Stroessner. His dicta
torship is so brutal that it is estimated 
that in this country of only three mil
lion people, 360,000 have been impris
oned at one time or another since the 
general took power in 1954. 

Last December, street vendors in the 
capital faced down Stroessner's police, 
and won the right to remain on the 
sidewalks. On March 22, 400 rallied for 
an "end to dictatorship" while on April 
28, 1,000 demonstrated outside the 
home of exiled Left opposition leader 
Domingo Laino. Another demonstration 
of 600 was held on May 14, independ

ence day. There, opposition leader Mi
guel Angel Martinez Yayres said, "The 
end of Gen. Stroessner's regime is very 
near." 

Tokyo summit 
The "unity" achieved at the Tokyo 

economic summit was really a capitula
tion to Reaganism. The other large pri
vate capitalist nations endorsed his ag
gression against Libya, agreeing with his 
outrageous claim that it was a defense 
against terrorism. Secondly, they agreed 
fully with Reagan's fork-tongued stance 
condeming Russia for Chernobyl, but 
keeping totally silent over the danger 
inherent in the fact that France de
pends on nuclear power for 65% of its 
electricity, followed by Belgium 60%, 
Sweden 42%, West Germany 31% and 
Britain 19%. They also kept silent about 
Waldheim. 

The full depth of their capitulation is 
seen in how Japan, second strongest ec
onomic power present, emerged with 
none of its original suggestions accept
ed, whether over slowing the rise of the 
yen or for a less aggressive stance to
ward Libya. Japan had in fact remained 
silent on Libya until the summit. 

Left unresolved by the summit was 
also Japan's flirting with Gorbachev's 
Russia, ever since Russian Foreign Min
ister Eduard Shevardnadze visited To
kyo for four full days in January, in the 
most serious encounter in years. Japan 
then agreed to (1) resume scientific and 
trade cooperation broken off in 1981, (2) 
buy goods from Russia, (3) sell Russia 
high-tech items, including robotics. 

Fund for a Biweekly News & Letters: We Still Need Your Help 
This space is normally occupied by a "Who We Are and 

What We Stand For" statement. The reason we are replac-
: ing it with the fundraising appeal for a biweekly is two
fold. First, our paper is literally bursting at the seams. We 
have been unable to print a "mountain" of articles, not be
cause these were not exciting reports, but because we did 
not have the room to print them. We did not want to have 
to pull still more articles to put in our Appeal, and thus 
decided to combine the Appeal with our "Who We Are" 
statement. 

But second, and more crucial, "Who We Are" as news
paper, as organization, as revolutionary philosophic expres
sion of Marxism for our day, is tied to the prospect of be
coming a biweekly. The times simply demand a more rapid 
response to the objective events of revolution and counter
revolution as they unfold. 

In 1844 Karl Marx penned a beautiful expression: that 
ideas, theory, "becomes a material force as soon as it has 
gripped the masses." Today, some 140 years later when we 
are witnessing a new stage of revolt in South Africa, Haiti, 
and the Philippines, we see that the truth of Marx's expres
sion has deepened into revolutionary fullness. And yet, who 
among the radical movement see their task as giving word 
to how the masses are reaching for and expressing revolu
tionary theory? Who among the radical press see as their 
task matching the masses' yearning for a new world, and 
for a full expression of it, by hewing out a full philosophic 
vision that both reaches back to the revolutionary ground 
of Marx's Marxism and forward to the masses' creative 

t self-activity showing itself globally today? 

It is precisely these tasks that the Marxist-Humanists 
who founded News & Letters have sought to work out ever 
since we began some three decades ago with Raya Dunay-
evskaya as Chairwoman of the National Editorial Board 
and Charles Denby, a Black auto worker, as front page 
columnist and Editor of News & Letters. That unique com
bination of worker and intellectual, that striving to break 
down the division between mental and manual labor, in 
the process of reaching for a new society, is precisely the 
spirit we want to expand. 

We are ready to test ourselves as Marxist-Humanists in 
the process of practicing revolutionary journalism in an ex
panded News & Letters. Are you ready to help us in this 
task by becoming a full supporter of our revolutionary jour
nalism? Can you become a financial contributor, or a sus
taining subscriber with a regular monthly pledge of assist
ance to News & Letters? This is an opportunity to work 
out your relationship to us, your relationship to the free
dom movement. Please help us today by filling out and 
mailing in the coupon below. 

I 
I I am enclosing $ 
I I pledge $ 
i Name 

. for Biweekly N&L Fund. 

. per month as a sustainer. 
I 

. Address. 

I 
I City State- Zip 

j Send to News & Letters, 59 E. Van Buren, Chicago, 
I IL 60605 

In Brief... 
El Salvador—25,000 workers demon
strated in the capital on May Day 
against President Duarte and U.S. im
perialism, as a small number of masked 
guerrilla supporters watched from the 
sidewalks. The serious danger the work
ers risked was underscored a week later, 
when postal union leader Jose Aristides 
Mendez was killed by gunmen on his 
way to work. 

* * * 
Kenya—A new opposition group, 
Mwakenya, (Patriotic Front for the Lib
eration of Kenya), has sprung up, and 
has put out a clandestine journal Mpa-
tanishi (The Mediator). The neo-coloni-
alist Moi government responded by sen
tencing some of the young opposition
ists to jail, while blaming the unrest on 
exiles such as Marxist writer Ngugi wa 
Thiong'o, now living in Sweden. In fact, 
this new opposition springs from the 
same causes which sparked the near-
revolution of 1982. 

* * * 
New Zealand—The U.S. is prepar
ing to end its ANZUS treaty with this 
country because it will not permit U.S. 
nuclear ships to visit. The Chernobyl 
disaster and the U.S. attack on Libya 
have strengthened anti-nuclear senti
ment here, but Reagan will now try to 
pressure and even de-stabilize the coun
try. 

* * * 
New Caledonia—France has beefed 
up its military presence here and, under 
the new rightist Chirac government, is 
moving away from even the limited 
promises of independence for the indige
nous Kanaks made by Mitterrand, but 
never enacted. 

Nigeria—Fifteen students and cam
pus workers were killed by police on 
May 23, when a demonstration over 
cutbacks in education at Ahmadu Bello 
University in Northern Nigeria was at
tached by police. All across Nigeria, 
students set up barricades, boycotted 
classes and battled police in solidarity 
with the murdered demonstrators. 

Haiti—Pressure continues to build for 
what some are calling a second, "real" 
revolution. Strikes and factory takeo
vers abound against miserable wages 
and conditions. Three women workers 
were recently killed in such a strike. 
The main hospital in the capital and 
the 'central bank have experienced 
strikes and takeovers by militant work
ers. Neighborhoods in the vast slums of 
Port-au-Prince have elected representa
tive councils, who make concrete de
mands for sanitation, education, and 
jobs, and who can mobilize tens of 
thousands for street demonstrations. 
The government's response has been to 
ignore these demands, or repress them, 
as in the April 26 massacre of ten dem
onstrators by the army. 


